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2ABSTRACT
In recent years, Swiss watches have lost ground to Japanese
watches in the Hong Kong watch market. This project was under-
taken in order to investigate the reason behind this decline and
to propose some recommendations for Swiss watch makers to restore
Swiss watches' domination in the local market.
The sales problems of Swiss watches are investigated from
a macro and a micro viewpoint. The macro viewpoint considers the
development of worldwide watch market, especially after 1970;
whereas the micro viewpoint considers the marketing effectiveness
of Japanese and Swiss watches in the local market.
In the study of the development of worldwide watch market,
Swiss watches were found to be competing with Japanese and Hong
Kong watches. In 1979, Hong Kong became the largest watch
exporting country in the world, followed by Switzerland and Japan.
Swiss watch makers failed to respond to the increasing demand
for quartz, and fashionable watches. This lack of response and
higher production costs of the Swiss watchmakers created opportuni-
ties for Japanese quartz watches which are cheaper in price and
more fashionable in style. The continual appreciation of the
Swiss Franc vis-a-vis the US dollar and less concentrated advertising
strategies used by Swiss watch importers have further reduced the
competitiveness of Swiss watches vis-a-vis Japanese watches.
The local market was evaluated from the standpoint of sales-
man, retailer, and customer, and their attitudes towards Japanese
and Swiss watches. provided a firm basis for evaluating the
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comparative marketing effectiveness.
Japanese watches are better in style and cheaper in price
which are the most important criteria for choosing a watch.
Swiss watches were found to be better in quality, accuracy, and
durability which are the essential elements of watches, but no
longer the first criteria for choosing watches. Seiko and Citizen
were found to be the highest in brand awareness. Perhaps, this
was the result of their heavier advertising expenditures compared
with those of Rolex and Omega.
On the other hand, opportunities for promoting Swiss watches
are still available. In the short-run, more promotional activities,
especially product advertising on television are recommended.
Additionally, the advantages of Swiss watches, such as better
craftsmanship and skill, should be emphasized more in advertising.
Distribution channels should be strengthened by providing more
efficient services to retailers who, in turn, should provide
relevant information to potential customers. Also, salesmen should
be more knowledgeable in watch products and proficient in selling
techniques.
In the long-run, repositioning of a few strong Swiss brands
in various price submarkets to compete directly with Japanese
brands is recommended. Taking advantage of Hong Kong's lower
labour costs through joint ventures with local watch makers is
a feasible solution to lowering the production costs of Swiss
middle-price watches in the future while the high price watches
can continue to be produced in Switzerland. Thus, the competiti-
veness of Swiss watches will be strengthened. To remain an
innovator in watch technology by investigating more advanced
techniques, like Cesium movement, is an important product
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strategy for the future.
Further studies are essential to understanding the details of
the market dynamics. Therefore, it is proposed that the watch
submarkets should be investigated so as to gain more insight into
the comparative marketing effectiveness of Japanese and Swiss
watches.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Switzerland and Japan are major watch suppliers in the world's
watch market. They are not only producing complete watches, but
also movements, modules, and spare parts for watch assemblers
in other countries or places like Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan, etc.
Before 1970, Switzerland monopolized the world's watch market
by supplying more than 70% of the world's total demand.1 However,
due to the rapid development of Japan watch manufacturing indus-
tries and Hong Kong's watch assembling industries in the 1970's,
Switzerland's market share in the world's watch market dwindled
to about 30% in early 1979 in the face of intense competition.2
In the Hong Kong watch market, Switzerland and Japan are
also Hong Kong's major suppliers of both complete watches and
watch parts. Ten years ago, Hong Kong's Swiss watch imports
were about 50% more than those of Japanese. However, according
to the Hong Kong trade statistics in 1978, Japanese watch imports
amounted to $608 million Hong Kong dollars whereas Swiss watch
imports were only $594 million. In terms of number of watches,
Japanese watch imports tripled Swiss watch imports in 1978 and
this trend is still prevailing.
1 "Swiss Leading Watch Manufacturers Enter Hong Kong's Watch
Industry,"(),Sing Tao Jih
Pao, 28 April, 1979.
2 Ibid.
2By looking at the complete watch import figures of Hong Kong1
(see Appendix 1, Table 2), several comments can be made. Firstly,
the total values of Japanese watch and Swiss watch imports
increased rapidly. Secondly, Japanese watch imports increased
more rapidly than those of Swiss watches. Thirdly, when more
detailed statistics were available after 1978, the total imports
of LED watches dwindled, while quartz watch imports increased
rapidly. Fourthly, in terms of quantity, Japanese watch imports
are more than those of Swiss watches which, however, are still
dominating in monetary terms.
The development of more sophisticated watch-making technolo-
gies and more entries of new watch manufacturers have intensified
the competition in the watch market. Although some marketing
variables are uncontrollable, a great many are controllable.
Therefore, the overwhelming marketing success of Japanese watches
in Hong Kong is not a mere coincidence, but a skillful manipulation
of these controllable variables.
Objective of the Study
The study was undertaken to evaluate the marketing effective-
ness of Japanese watches versus Swiss watches in the Hong Kong
watch market in terms of customer, watch salesman, and watch
retailer. The result of the study will facilitate the identi-
fication of the strengths and weaknesses of Swiss watches, and
will form a preliminary basis for developing effective and
competitive marketing strategies to boost the sales of Swiss watches.
1 Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hon Kong Trade
Statistics--Imports, Exports and Re-exports (Hong Kong: Govern-
ment Printing Department, 1968-1980).
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The information needed to be investigated can be classified
into four categories as follows:
1. Watch market
a. the market trend of Swiss and Japanese watches
b. the historical development of Japanese and Swiss watches
in the 1970's
c. the local watch market mechanism.
2. Watch salesman
a. the attitudes of the salesmen in handling customers with
respect to enthusiasm, influence, and relevant information
b. the attitudes of the salesmen towards Japanese and Swiss
watches
c. salesmen's recormnendations to customers.
3. Watch retailer
a. sales information of Japanese and Swiss watches
b. types of customers by district
c. customers' buying behaviour perceived by the retailers
d. recommendations to customers
e. retailers' perceptions about watch sole-agents' services
f. sales comparison between Japanese and Swiss watches in
different market segments
g. retailers' recommendations for promoting Swiss watches.
4. Watch customer
a. customers' watch buying experience and behaviour
b. brand preference and product usage
c. information sources used in buying watches
d. choice criteria in watch buying
e. attitudes towards Swiss and Japanese watches
4f. brand awareness of Japanese and Swiss watches
g. images of some selected Swiss and Japanese brands
perceived by customers.
Additionally, information about Hong Kong watch market and
the salesmen's attitudes towards Hong Kong watches is also needed
to provide some insights for further research pruposes.
Scope of the Study
This study is directed only at the watch retailers and cus-
tomers in urban areas, because of the high population density
and concentration of watch retailers in urban areas. Watch
retailers under survey are limited to those independent watch
retailers occupying more than half of the shop space. Therefore,
those watch selling stalls in market places and those watch
selling counters housed in department stores are excluded.
In studying customers, only those who have had watch buying
experience and are aged above 15 are included. Those who have had
no watch buying experience and are below 15 years of age are less
important, because of their lack of such experience, and low
buying intention. Therefore they are intentionally excluded from
this study.
Structure of the Report
Altogether, the report consists of nine chapters. Chapter
One outlines the objectives and scope of the study, and the
information to be sought. Chapter Two describes the market develop-
ments of Japanese, Swiss and Hong Kong watches in the 1970's. The
historical development will provide insights into the attributes
for the success of Japanese watches. Chapter Three deals with
the methodology used in the study, all the development and control
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procedures employed, and the evaluation of the field work. Chapters
Four to Six focus on the data analyses of field surveys which
employ various analytical techniques to test the hypotheses
developed. Chapter Seven summarizes the research findings of the
surveys. Finally, Chapter Eight concludes with findings, and
proposes some basic marketing strategies for promoting Swiss watches
against Japanese watches in the local market.
6CHAPTERII
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONSOF WATCH BUSINESS
B rief R eviewof the W orld ' s W atch M arket
B efore 1 9 7 0 , S witzerlandwas the leading watch manufacturer
and exporterin the world ' s watch market , occupyingover 7 0 % of
the world ' s watchmarket. H owever, duringthe 1 9 7 0 ' s , the world
watch market experiencedtwo major changes . F irstly , the introduc -
tion of electronic watches swiftly gained popularity . S econdly ,
the rapid growth of watch industriesin J apan and H ong K ong reduced
the export competitivenessof S wiss watches .
E lectronic W atches
E lectronic watches , the by - product of the aerospacetechnology
of the U . S . A . in the late 1 9 6 0 ' s , had alreadygone throughseveral
productcycles in the 1 9 7 0 ' s . LED watcheswere the first to be
introducedinto the market . B ecause of their novelty , the demand
for LED watches soared rapidly . S everal A merican manufacturers,
such as T exas I nstruments, F airchild , and T imex entered into
intense competition. A fter a severe cut - throat price war between
1 9 7 4 and 1 9 7 5 , only T exas instrumentssurvived, which was later
followedby S eiko and C itizen of J apan . 1 B ecauseof the incon -
venience and high power consumptionof LED watches , the demand for
LED watches soon dropped rapidly . L ater LCD watches , with the
1 K ut N ai , H ow D id S eiko B ecomethe L eaderin the W orld ' s
W atchM arket? ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) , E conomic
R eporter, 2 1 J une1 9 7 8 , p . 8 .
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weaknessesof LED watches overcome , took LED watches ' place and
soon gained popularity. I n the meantime , the technologyof quartz
watch , successfully developed by J apanese manufacturers, refined
the quality of LCD watches which were originally run by CMOS
integrated circuits . T he quartz integrated circuit provides
better watch accuracy and durability , and is used in higher priced
watches.
T he popularity of electronic watches is increasing , especially
the quartz analog watch which replaces the spring - powered unit
by the quartz integrated circuit . T he total world productionin
1 9 7 9 was about 2 5 0 million pieces and the distributionf production
between electronic watches and mechanical watches was approximately
3 0 % and 7 0 % respectively. 1
T he world productionis forecastedto climb at around 1 0 %
a year whereas the ratio of production between electronic watches
and mechanicalwatches will change to 4 0 % in favour of electronic
watchesin about two years ' time . 2
I n the long - run , the world demand for electronicwatches
will grow and will reach a 5 0 % market share while the demand for
mechanicalwatches will also increase , but at a slower pace , and
its total market share will decreaseto about 5 0 % of the world ' s
total demand in 1 9 8 5 . A mong electronicwatches, LED watcheswill
be replaced by LCD watches , especially by LCD quartz watches .
T he demand for quartz analog watches will also grow , but at a
slower speed than that of LCD quartz watches .
F ung K an , " T he D irectionfor H ong K ong E lectronicW atci
I ndustry " , E conomic R eporter ,
5 D ecember1 9 7 9 , p . 6 .
2 I bid.
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New Development of Watch Industry Centers
The new development of watch industries in Japan, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and South Korea is worth analysing, especially that of
Japan and Hong Kong. Japan developed its watch industries well
ahead of Hong Kong and was the second biggest watch exporter,
following Switzerland, in the early 1970's.
After producing its first electronic watch in 1974, the Hong
Kong watch industry grew rapidly. In 1979, its exports surpassed
that of Switzerland and Japan, and became the biggest watch
exporter in terms of quantity, followed by Switzerland and Japan,
and the third largest in value after the Swiss and Japanese.
Although at present, Hong Kong's watch industries still rely
heavily on the exports of Swiss and Japanese movement and module
parts which are assembled in Hong Kong with locally-made accessories.
In 1978, Switzerland sold one million movements per month to Hong
Kong and a total of $201.5 million in parts for the whole year.
Japan placed second with average sales of 560,000 movements per
month.1 However, Hong Kong's ability to produce its own modules
and movements has been recognised by other countries such as
Switzerland, Japan, France and Germany which have vested interests
in the local watch industry via either joint ventures or technical
assistance.
In view of Hong Kong's cheaper skilled labour, geographical
and other advantages, it may well become the largest manufacturer
and exporter of electronic timepieces and also a distribution or
re-distribution centre, especially for Southeast Asia region.
1 "Local Watches in the Lead, South China Morning Post,
3 April 1979.
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Hong Kong Watch Market
In the local watch market, Japan is the largest watch supplier,
followed by Switzerland which had been Hong Kong's largest watch
supplier for more than 50 years. In 1979, Hong Kong imported
approximately 959,750 electronic watches from Japan, taking 65%
of the local market share.1 However, Switzerland was still Hong
Kong's biggest supplier of mechanical watches, especially those
high priced items.
Product
There are more than 70 brands of watches available in Hong
Kong. Among them, about 50 are advertised as Swiss made and only
five are Japanese brands, and the rest are produced either
locally or by other countries.
Seiko, Citizen, Orient, Casio, and Alba are Japanese brands,
dominating the medium-priced market while 51 Swiss brands are
scattered in various priced market segments. There are more than
600 registered locally made watch brands, only a few of them are
advertised in the local media.2 Consequently, a lot of unfamiliar
or not well known brands of Hong Kong watches are available in
watch retail shops, especially relatively small ones. Among the
advertised brands, Lambda and Natron are the most familar ones
which have their own distribution outlets and service centers.
1 Ibid.
2 "Hong Kong Watch Industry Faces Shakeout as Small Concerns
Slash Prices to Survive," Asian Wall Street Journal, 22 November
1979.
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Movement of the Watch
According to the movement components of watches, watches can
be divided into two big categories: electronic and mechanical
watches.
Mechanical watches are powered by springs, either wound up
automatically by flywheels or manually by watch users. Roskopf
movement watches are those of the poorest quality, but Jewel-
level movement watches are better in quality and more accurate.
Additional features like scratch proof crystal, unbreakable
main-spring, and calender are available in different combinations.
Swiss watches are well established in mechanical watch sector
and are famous for their quality, craftsmanship and durability.
Up to now, Swiss mechanical watches were available in all price
ranges, and, in fact, were better accepted than Japanese mechanical
watches, especially in the high-priced segment.
Electronic watches, either powered by dry cells or solar-





4. Quartz digital watches,
5. Quartz analogue watches,
6. Quartz digital analogue watches.
The demand for tuning-fork* and LED watches is declining,
especially tuning-fork watches. Tuning fork watches are more
accurate than ordinary mechanical watches, but less accurate than
quartz watches. As a result of the break-through of quartz
technology in watch production, tuning-fork watches were driven
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out of the market. LED watches will, sooner or later, face the
similar fate, because of higher power consumption as compared with
new LCD watches. In the first 11 months of 1979, Hong Kong's
import of LED watches increased 70% against the previous year
however it is still relatively small as compared with the demand
of LCD watches. According the statistics of LED imports in the
first 11 months of 1979, Japanese LED watches amounted to $820,642,
57% more than that of Swiss LED watches.I
In the LCD watch market, 482,678 units of Japanese brands were
imported in the first 11 months of 1979, as compared with the
7,394 units of Swiss brands.2 Therefore, Swiss LCD watches are
hardly comparable with their Japanese counterparts, which are
offered in cheaper prices, with more functions and more features,
like solar energy battery and alarm device. Generally, Seiko,
Citizen and Orient offer limited models of LCD watches, especially
Orient. However, Casio, a new Japanese brand, is exclusively
engaged in the LCD watch market, its cheaper prices and great variety
of models helped capture a big market share within only 3 to 4
years in the electronic watch market.
In the quartz watch market, Japanese brands still dominate a
bigger market share, as reflected by the import statistics of 1979.
Seiko and Citizen offer a great variety of models in cheaper
prices whereas Swiss brands, like Omega, Tissot, Bulova offer
only limited higher-priced models of quartz watches. At any rate,
there is an. upturn in the popularity of quartz analog watches in
1 Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade






Watches are no longer used to tell the time only, but also
used to express the users' personality. Therefore, styling
becomes increasingly important in the fashion-conscious watch
market. Most watch brands try to promote the stylish or fashion-
able image, and seldom emphasize accuracy and durability only.
Some of the advertisement descriptions of selected brands have
been studied to interprete their advertised images (see Appendix
1, Table 7).
Generally, Swiss watches are advertised as stylish, Swiss-
made, dressy, good-valued and an art more than ordinary timers.
On the other hand, Japanese brands are advertised as fashionable
and economical, and emphasize the great variety of models available
for choice.. Most Swiss watch advertisements try to emphasize
brand images rather than product functions which usually are the
main themes of Japanese watch advertisements.
Watch Pricing
In general, the price of the watches sold in Hong Kong ranges
from as low as HK$30 to as high as $20,000 or more. Japanese
watches are mostly priced from $50 to $700. The low-priced items
are usually LCD watches mechanical watches are priced from at
least $150 to about $500. Japanese quartz watches are usually
priced from $250 to $700. In general the price depends on the
style, feature, function and the design.
Most Japanese watches are priced around $300 which can be
graded as within middle-lower price range. In other words, Japanese
watches dominate the middle-lower price market, and are less
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influential in the middle-price and lower price market and have
not yet exploited the middle-high price ($701-$1000) and the high
price market (over $1000).
On the other hand, Swiss watches are priced in a full range,
but with full domination in the high-price and middle-high price
market. For some mechanical watches, Swiss watches are priced
even lower than Japanese mechanical watches however most Swiss
mechanical watches are around $400. For quartz watches, Swiss
quartz watches are much more expensive than Japanese quartz watches,
especially quartz analogue watches. Generally Swiss quartz watches
are priced around $700 which is about 60% to 70% more than those
of Japanese quartz watches.
For watches under $200, more Swiss watches are found. Most
of them are of Roskopf type and are usually called 'student
watches' in the local watch market. Most of these 'student watches'
are assembled in Hong Kong with Swiss made components.
For those high-priced Swiss watches, some of them are cased
in eighteen Carat (18K) gold or platinum, or decorated with
diamonds, rubies or other precious stones. These expensive watches
are not just watches, but are pieces of sculpture and are believed
to last in value.
Advertising and Promotion
Japanese watches and Swiss watches are engaged heavily in
promotional activities, especially advertising in the local mass
media.
By analysing the advertising expenditures in 1978 and 1979
on media by various watch brands (see Appendix 1, Table 5 to.6),
their advertising strategies can be compared. However, these figures
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are expenditures on media, excluding those expenditures on other
activities and outdoor advertising, such as billboards, handbills,
neon-signs, etc. Yet, they are good source for evaluating the
advertising effectiveness of various brands.
In 1978, Citizen was the number one in advertising expenditures,
spending $2.99 million. Seiko followed closely by spending $2.51
million. Citizen and Seiko emphasized television and newspaper
advertising, spending 42.33% and 47.63% on television respectively,
and 49.03% and 33.07% on newspaper respectively. Magazine adver-
tising was not-heavily emphasized by Citizen and Seiko, and received
only 6.55% and 17.82% of their total advertising expenditures.
Radio and cinema advertising of Citizen and Seiko were minimal.
Rolex, Omega and Rado followed Citizen and Seiko in advertising
expenditures. They also emphasized both television and newspaper
advertising, but in different proportions. Other brands` adver-
tising expenditures were far below those of these leading brands.
In 1979, the advertising expenditures patterns changed a
little, but the competition was more intense. This time, Seiko
ranked number one, spending $6.42 million which was 154% more than
during the previous year. Citizen followed Seiko closely, spending
$4.85 million however, their pattern of spending was similar to
that of the previous year.
The third biggest advertising expenditure was $3.29 million
spent by Bulova which increased 446% against the previous year.
Titus followed Bolova by spending $3.09 million in 1979 with much
emphasis on television advertising, a near-12-times increase in
spending over the previous year. The rapid increase' in advertising
expenditures by Bolova and Titus indicates changes in promotion
strategies. In fact, these two brands were extending into the
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potential market in China, and were promoting their products in
Hong Kong as ideal gifts for friends in China.
Although Rolex increased its spending form $1.9 million in
1978 to $2.31 million in 1979, it was only ranked after Titus.
Besides the advertising expenditures on media, some of the Swiss
brands in the high-price market, such as Rolex, Omega, Baume
Mercier, Cartier, Collin also advertised in tourist handbooks,
pamphlets, and on billboards in tourist shopping areas.
In general, most leading brands use more television and news-
paper advertising which are also more expensive. Other brands try
to avoid television advertising and emphasize more newspaper and
magazine advertising. Some even use radio and cinema advertising.
Non-price competition is expected to increase in the future as
indicated by the figures of advertising expenditures however,
only advertising expenditure does not guarantee good advertising
effectiveness. Only an integrated advertising strategy, with well-
defined advertising objectives, well-selected media and predetermined
target market, will result in better effectiveness.
Distribution
There are several distribution patterns for all the brands of
watches marketed in Hong Kong. One pattern is necessarily slightly
different from the other however they are only variations of the
basic pattern in Figure II-l.
FIGURE II-1
THE BASIC DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF WATCHES
IN HONG KONG
Manufacturers Buyer




The above basic pattern is applicable to some brands which
distribute their products to almost all dealers through their own
sole-agents.
One variation of this basic pattern is shown in Figure 11-2.
FIGURE 11-2
A VARIATION OF THE BASIC PATTERN OF WATCH
DISTRIBUTION IN HONG KONG
BuyerAgent-DealerManufacturer
Dealer
This variation is the result of either the backward integration
of a dealer or the forward integration of an agent. Usually, some
prestigious Swiss brands with low unit sales in Hong Kong use this
pattern of distribution. Some of these agent-dealers are exclusive
dealers who as specifically authorized to sell their products,
other dealers can only order form them.
Another variation is to add a manufacturer's representative
between the manufacture and the agent in the basic distribution
pattern, as shown in Figure 11-3.
Some internationally-oriented watch manufacturers set up
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Illegal Activities in Watch Market
Hong Kong, because of its geographical and duty-free advan-
tages, is an important international watch market. It is also the
world's watch counterfeit centre, and a base for smuggling activities.
As an international watch market, watches are imported through
various channels into Hong Kong. These imported watches are
consumed locally, re-exported, exported through smuggling, or
purchased by tourists as unrecorded re-exports. This import and
export flow is depicted by Figure II-4.
Because Hong Kong is a duty-free port, it is reasonable to
estimate that illegal imports of watches into Hong Kong are not
serious because there is no need to circumvent tariff barriers.
However, the illegal re-exports through smuggling pose serious pro-
blems to other Asian countries. It is impossible to estimate the
total number of watches smuggled out of Hong Kong each year.
A considerable portion of the imported watches is re-exported
through legal channels, the retained portion is either purchased
by local customers and tourists or smuggled out of Hong Kong. It
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FIGURE II-4
THE IMPORT AND EXPORT FLOW OF




















is again difficult to estimate the total number of watches purchased
by tourists and carried out of Hong Kong. Consequently, the local
consumption estimation is not accurate at all.
Counterfeit watches or fake watches are also illegal trades
in Hong Kong. Most of these counterfeit watches are produced
locally, taking advantage of the good quality of locally made watch
components. Watch manufacturers and their local agents are
naturally hurt by counterfeiters, but the biggest loss is suffered
by the end-user besides, the image of the brand being copied may
also be hurt. However, the Hong Kong government, Swiss and
Japanese watch manufacturers are acting jointly to stamp out coun-
terfeit activities in Hong Kong by paying rewards for information
leading to the seizure or arrest for counterfeiters of watches.
This illegal activity is now under control.
Geographical Distribution of Agents and Dealers
Watch sole-agents are concentrated in commercial districts,
because their operations are essentially a type of import and export
business. Most of the agents are located in the Central and the
Tsim Sha Tsui district.
The total number of dealers in urban areas is 517,1 and the
distribution is depicted in Map II-1 (see P. 19a). High concentration
of watch dealers are found in tourist shopping districts like Tsim
Sha Tsui and Central. The total number of watches purchased by
tourists each year occupies a considerable portion of the imported
watches, however it is difficult to made an accurate estimation.
1 This is the number of watch dealers counted from the Yellow
Pages of Hong Kong Telephone Directory 1980.
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MAP II-1
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Source: K.M.A. Barnett, Report of the 1966 By-Census, (Hong Kong
Government Printer, 1968)0
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S wiss W atch M arket
S wiss watch industries have been critically hit during the
1 9 7 0 ' s , so the early1 9 8 0 ' s will be the time for S wiss watch
industries to fight for their survival in the face of keen competi -
tion in the world' s watchmarket. I n fact , duringthe 1 9 7 0 ' s ,
S wiss watch industrieshave dwindled from supplying more than 7 0 %
of the world ' s total demandto less than 3 0 % . T he total number
of people employedin S wiss watch industriesdroppedfrom 8 0 , 0 0 0
in 1 9 7 4 to 5 0 , 0 0 0 in 1 9 7 8 , and is expectedto dropdownto 3 0 , 0 0 0
in 1 9 8 0 . 1
T he reaosns for the great decline in demand for S wiss watches
in the world ' s watch market can be summarizedas follows :
1 . D uring the period of worldwiderecessionbetween1 9 7 3 and 1 9 7 3 ,
the total productionf S wiss watches dropped by 1 5 % and the
downtrend was started without any indication of recapturing
the historical records .
2 . D uring the early 1 9 7 0 ' s , S witzerlandgave up furtherdevelop-
ment of the quartz technology. H owever , J apanese developed
the quartz technology and applied it successfully in producing
quartz watches at lower costs . E ver since , J apanese watches
have establisheda firm position in quartz watch market .
3 . A lthough S wiss developedthe quartz watch technologylater ,
the higher production costs and late entry made it difficult
for S wiss watches to compete with their J apanese counterparts.
4 . O ne of the reasons for the higher productioncosts of S wiss
quartz watches may be attributed to the distributed production
pattern of S wiss quartz watches . U nder the distributed
1 S ome S wiss M anufacturersI nvest in H ong K ong W atch I ndustry,
S ing T ao J ih P ao , 1 7 M arch1 9 7 9
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production method several factories produce components for
assembly in another factory. Distributed production pattern
is efficient for producing mechanical watches, but not for
quartz watches.
5. Too many Swiss brands as scattered in various price markets,
therefore promotional efforts are scattered accordingly.
6. The continual appreciation of the Swiss Franc has reduced the
export competitiveness of Swiss watches in terms of demand
and profit margins. The Swiss Franc has appreciated 114%
against the US dollar from 1973 to 1979.1
The above-mentioned reasons for the decline of Swiss watch
demand in the world's watch market may also be applicable to the
Hong Kong watch market. However, the magnitude of these impacts
on the demand for Swiss watches has to be investigated further.
Japanese Watch Market
Seiko and Citizen are the two prominant Japanese brands in
the international watch market. The total sales of Japanese watches
in the first 10 months of 1978 amounted to }x$3.758 billion,
following the $5.737 billion sales of Swiss watches. In 1970,
Japanese watches occupied less than 20% of the world's market
demand.2
The rapid growth of Japanese watches is closely related to
the development of quartz technology. In the early 1970's,
1 Swiss Leading Watch Manufacturers Enter Hong Kong's Watch
Industry, Sing Tao Jih Pao,
28 April 1979.
2 The Sales of Local Watches Become No .1 in the World,
February(^ i,,, r_ ti:, j') Sing Tao Jih Pao, 5 February 1979.
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J apanese took up the further developmentof the quartz technology,
after S wiss watchmakersgave it up . A fter a few year ' s experience
in producing quartz watches by using centralized production methods ,
J apanese were able to produce quartz watches at lower costs .
T heir first marketing strategy was to consolidate their national
market , then expand overseas . T heir first overseas market was the
A merican market which was recognisedas the best test market for
watches , because of its strong buying power and great demand for
watches. ' I n the A mericanmarket , J apanesewatchesgained a con -
siderable market share by lowering their selling prices . T heir
low profit margin approach , coupled with high advertising expendi -
tures soon created a strong demandfor J apanesewatchesin the U . S . A .
T he basic marketingstrategy of S eiko was to add more fashion -
able models one after the other which could stimulate customers '
demand . C itizen followed S eiko ' s approachand entered the lower
price segment in the A merican market .
I n H ong K ong and some E uropeancountriessuch as G ermanyand
F rance , S eiko and C itizen used the same marketingapproachand won
considerablemarket shares , which are still growing . F or instance
in G ermany, S eiko increasedits salesby 5 0 % in 1 9 7 6 and 1 9 7 7 , and
4 5 % in 1 9 7 8 . 2
T he strengths of J apanese watches can be summarizedas follows :
1 . lower production costs as a result of centralized production
emphasis on external designs and more fashionable models
3 . heavy investments in advertising expenditures
K ut N ai , H ow D id S eiko B ecomethe L eaderin the W orld ' s
E conomicR eporter,W atch M arket
2 1 J une1 9 7 8 , p . 8 .
2 I bid.
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4. lower prices for models similar to Swiss
5. much cheaper quartz watches.
Hong Kong Watch Industry
After the World War II, the watch industry of Hong Kong began
to develop. The early development was restricted to assembling
components importing mainly from Switzerland and Japan. Until the
late 1960's, some manufacturers were able to produce accessories,
but movements were still imported from Switzerland and Japan. Later,
only one or two manufacturers tried to produce their own lower-
quality movements and expected to produce complete watches. The
total value of complete watch export amounted to HK$400 million
in 1975.1
Hong Kong electronic watch industry began to develop after
its first electronic watch was produced in 1974. Mass production
of electronic watches began in 1976, and in that year, the total
value of watch exports doubled ($800 million) compared to the
previous year. In the first 11 months of 1979, electronic watch
exports amounted to $2,046 million, contributing about 64% to the
total value of watch exports.2
Compared with Switzerland and Japan, Hong Kong ranked first
in terms of quantity exported, and the third in dollar terms.
However,most of the mechanical movements were imported from Switzer-
land and modules from Japan. In 1978, Hong Kong imported one
million movements from Switzerland and 562,000 from Japan each
month. In the late 1970's, due to the continual appreciation of
Sai Kwong Chui, Hong Kong Now Becomes the-World's- Second
Largest Watch Exporting Country :ter'%
Economic Reporter, 2 August 1978, p. 11.
2 Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics---Exports, (Hong Kong: Government Printing Department,
November 1979.
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the currencies of Japan and Switzerland, the profit margin of local
watch manufacturers was driven down as a result of overseas price
competition.
At any rate, because of quick returns and relatively small
investments needed, more new entries were attracted. In 1979, the
number of watch companies in Hong Kong jumped from 462 to 605
within only 6 months.1 Among these companies, five were big con-
cerns such as Lambda and Unik Time (employing more than 600 workers
and producing at least 300,000 watches a month), 15 were medium-
sized ones (employing about 300 workers and producing about 100,000
watches a month) and the rest were small companies.
Because of expensive rents, increasingly costly loans, sky-
rocketing wages, and shortages of skilled labour, and higher prices
for imported raw materials, the profit margins of local watch
companies dropped considerably. However, most of them can still
maintain a 5% to 20% of profit margin.
At any rate, the average production costs of Hong Kong watches
are still 25% less expensive than those of Japan, and local manu-
facturers' punctuality of delivery and improved product quality
create good image for overseas buyers. However, better quality
control and better after-sales services will be important for Hong
Kong watches in the future. Closer cooperation among local watch
industrialists to upgrade the training of watch technicians and
to enhance product quality are called for.
Future Trend of Worldwide Watch Industries
In view of the growing population of the world, the total demand
1 Vigor Fung, Hong Kong Watch Industry Faces Shakeout as
Small Concerns Slash Prices to Survive, The Asian Wall Street Journal,
22 November 1979.
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of watches will grow at a rate of 8% to 10% each year.1 In 1979,
the total number of electronic watches demanded was about 30% of
the world's 300 million pieces.2 It is estimated that the share
of electronic watches in the world's production will increase to
40% in 1980,3 and a share of 50% to 65% of electronic watches is
expected by 1985.4
To strengthen the international competiveness of the Swiss
watch industry, in 1978 some Swiss watch manufacturers formed joint
ventures with local Hong Kong watch companies to produce watches
at lower costs. Semi-manufactured movements were imported from
Switzerland and were assembled with locally-made accessories.
Immediately, Japanese and American manufacturers followed suit and
invested in the Hong Kong watch industry. In early 1979, there
were 27 foreign companies with a total investments of HK$135 million.
Among these 27 companies six were Swiss, six Japanese and four
American companies.5
At any rate, investments by foreign manufacturers in Hong Kong
tended to produce medium-priced items, while high-priced items were
still produced in their own countries because of Hong Kong skilled
workers' relatively poor craftsmanship.





4 Wah Po,The Local Market of Electronic Watches,
Economic Reporter,12 September 1978,p.4
Oversea,Investmets in Hong Kong watch Industry Exceed HK$100
Million," Sing Tao Jih Pao,5 February
1979.
( 香 港 電 子 錶 享 今 後 努 力 在 方 向 ) , Economic Reporter
（ 不 銷 市 場
的 電 子 錶 ） ，
( 本 港 鐘 錶 集 外 資 逾 一 億 ）
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Switzerland is still first in watch workmanship and watch
technology development, and now it is developing the more accurate






The research design of this study consists of two main types:
Exploratory Research and Descriptive Research.
An exploratory study was used first to increase the writer's
familiarity with the trade, and gain insights and ideas for hypo-
thesis development.
Another major type of research design used was essentially
descriptive in nature with the main objective of testing the
hypotheses developed after the exploratory study.
Three separate cross-sectional studies were designed to prob
information for evaluating the marketing effectiveness of Japanese
and Swiss watches from different viewpoints.
The first field survey was to estimate the attitudes of watch
salesmen in handling customers and the salesmen's attitudes towards
Swiss and Japanese watches. Four interviewers, two local Chinese
and two American, acted as potential watch buyers and evaluated
the attitudes of the salesmen through observation. Disguised
structured questionnaires were used to note the genuine responses
of the salesmen interviewed (see Appendix 5).
The second field survey was designed to investigate watch
retailers' opinions about the services and assistances offered by
Swiss and Japanese watch sole agents and retailers' recommendations
for promoting Swiss watches. Undisguised structured questionnaires
were used (see Appendix 5).
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The third field survey was the watch customer survey which
was intended to provide information concerning their watch buying
behaviour, their attitudes towards Japanese and Swiss watches,
brand awareness, and expectations. Again, undisguised structured
questionnaires were used (see Appendix 5).
All the field surveys were conducted in the urban areas during
the month of March. Details about the design, administration and
control procedures of these three surveys will be discussed
separately in the following sections.
Exploratory Study
The exploratory study was carried out in two stages.
In the first stage, literature surveys were done to review
relevant trade literatures, and publications. Literature survey
is the most economical way to discover hypotheses, so it was done
right at the beginning.
In the second stage, experience surveys, consisting several
unstructured and informal interviews with people related to the
trade, were done. The main objective was to tap the reservior of
knowledge and experience possessed by the people related to the
trade. Two one-hour interviews with experienced watch salesmen,
one serving in a prominent watch company in Mongkok and the other
serving in a relatively small Chinese watch company in Northpoint,
were conducted on January 2 and January 14 respectively. Basic
concepts about the watch company's daily operations have been
acquired through these interviews.
Two other informal interviews were also conducted in January,
one with the manager of the Swiss Watch Industry Information Centre
(Hong Kong), and the other one with the Director of General Affairs
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of the Hong Kong and Kowloon Clock and Watch Trade Merchants Associa-
tion. During these two informal interviews, historical developments
of the local watch market and watch industry, and the marketing
activities of both Japanese and Swiss watches were discussed.
Hypotheses to be Tested
After the exploratory study, a list of hypotheses were developed
to guide the questionnaire design and are shown under three main
categories as follows:
A. Salesman Interview
1. The Customer's buying intention is heavily influenced
by the selling techniques of the salesman.
2. Japanese brands are recommended more frequently than
Swiss watches by salesmen.
3. Japanese watches are perceived by salesmen to be better
in style, and cheaper in price; whereas Swiss watches
are better in quality and accuracy.
4. The watch brand recommended is positively related to
the salesman's favourable attitudes towards watches of
the same producing country.
B. Retailer Survey
1. Seiko and Citizen are recognised as the two best-sales
brands.
2. Style and price are recognised as the most important
two choice criteria in buying watches.
3. Japanese and local customers prefer Swiss watches, while
American and European tourists like Japanese watches
better.




1. Price is a dominant choice factor perceived by customers
in buying watches.
2. Japanese watches are perceived by customers to be better
in style, advertising and price whereas Swiss watches
are better in quality and durability.
3. Replacement and out of fashion are the first and second
major reasons for buying watches.
4. Japanese quartz watches are sold better than Swiss quartz
watches, while Swiss mechanical watches are sold better
than their Japanese counterparts.
5. Television is the most frequently used source of information
before buying watches.
6. Japanese brands have higher brand awareness.
7. Customers like to buy watches which they consider as
popular brands.
8. There is a high tendency for customers to buy watches
of the same producing country as their old watches.
Watch Salesman Interview
Design and Structure of Questionnaire
The questionnaire for the salesman interview was designed
according to the information needed for hypothesis testing (see
Appendix 5). Some questions, about Hong Kong watches were added to
serve as a preliminary study for further research. It should not
be regarded as inconsistency. The questionnaire consists of ten
questions, two of them are open-ended questions to include the
interviewer's overall opinions of the salesman and the salesman's
opinion about Hong Kong watches.
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The first four questions are answerable in a five-point
interval scale, ranging form strongly disagree to strongly agree.
The answers for these four questions are the interviewer's evalua-
tion of the salesman's selling techniques. Question 7 is composed
of eight factors which are rated by the interviewer according to
the salesman's attitudes.
Ten samples were pre-tested to ensure the smoothness of the
wordings and consistency of the contents.
Sample Design
The sampling frame is the list of population elements from
which the samples will be drawn. In this survey, all the urban
watch retailers recorded in the most recent version of telephone
directory were divided into twelve districts according to the method
used by the Census and Statistics Department (see Map I,1-1 on Page 19a).
There are totally 517 watch retailers in these twelve districts,
and a total of 100 random samples were picked according to the
quota sampling method which ensures better random representation
of the population as shown in Table III-1.
The designated number of retailers in a district was picked
randomly from the retailer list by using the random number table.
One salesman of each of these retailer samples was selected to be
the interviewee by the interviewer randomly.
Data Collection
Four interviewers, comprising one Chinese man and one Chinese
lady, one American businessman and one American secretary. The
businessman is aged aroung 40, while the rest are aged around 25.
They are observant and mature in personality. They went through
a training session and fully understood the objectives and
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TABLE III-1
SAMPLING DESIGN OF THE SALESMAN INTERVIEW




29 6Cheung Sha Wan
422Homantin Hung Hum
26 5Kai Tak






Wanchai & Tai Hung 45 9
3North Point 18
2Shau Kei Wan 10
40206
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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administration procedures before data collection. An administrative
guideline was given to each interviewer for controlling the inter-
views (see Appendix 5).
Interviewers were advised to dress casually, and to act as
potnetial customers. Each interviewer undertook 25 interviews.
Immediately after each interview, the interviewer filled out the
questionnaire. When finishing the last interview, the interviewer
wrote out an overall evaluation about the salesman.
After data collection, reviews with the interviewers were
done to estimate the possible sources of errors.
Watch Retailer Survey
Design and Structure of Questionnaire
The questionnaire for the watch retailer survey comprises
seventeen questions in five parts. The first part is about the
retailer's sales conditions. The products, authorized dealers,
brands of best-sales and average sales percentages are asked. The
second part is about the retailer's customers. The percentages
of various watch buyers, their choice criteria, preferences and
the retailer's recommendations are included. The third part con-
cerns the retailer's perceptions about watch sole-agents' services
and assistances, and their own recommendations for promoting Swiss
watches in Hong Kong. Part IV is the classification information
section which includes the location of the shop, the number of
salesmen employed and the major type of their customers. The last
part is an open-ended question for specifying what kind of assis-
tance the retailer wants, if assistance is needed.
Most questions are answerable in fixed alternatives, except
those that require figures or opinions as answers.
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Sample Design
The sampling frame was also taken from the watch retailer
list in the telephone directory the same as that used in the sales-
man interview. The 517 watch retailers were classified into the
same twelve districts. However, this time a total of 50 samples
were picked. Quota sampling method was also used as shown in
Table 111-2.
The number of retailers designated to be picked from each
district was picked by using the random number table. However it
was a separate sampling design, therefore the retailers picked were
not necessarily the same as those in the salesman interview. The
interviewees were managers or responsible persons of those shops.
Five samples were pretested, and the questionnaire has been revised
to ensure its smoothness in wording.
Data Collection
Ten undergraduates of the Chinese University of Hong Kong
participated in this survey. They were trained for two brief
sessions to ensure their understanding about the objectives and
procedures of questionnaire administration.
The ten administrators approached the retailers picked without
pre-notification. Most of them were entertained immediately,
except a few cases which required separate arrangements. The
questionnaire was filled out by the interviewees with the adminis-
trator's assistance. Excellent responses from the retailers were
reported.
After data collection, reviews with the administrators have




SAMPLING DESIGN OF THE RETAILER SURVEY












West Aberdeen 56 5
Wanchai Tai Hang 445
North Point 18 2
Shau Kei Wan 10 1
`o6 20
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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Watch Customer Survey
Design and Structure of Questionnaire
The questionnaire for this survey was more complicated than
the previous two. In total 21 questions categorized in 3 parts
are asked in the questionnaire. The first part is the buying
behaviour of the customers' most recent purchases. It was designed
for understanding more about the what, when, how, why of their
most recent purchases. Question 9 in part I was designed to under-
stand the importance of some factors affecting the customers'
choice of watches, and was answerable in five-point interval scales.
The second part is more specific in investigating the cus-
tomers' opinions on Japanese and Swiss watches, Question 13 was
designed to test the customers' brand awareness by unaided recall.
Question 14 asks the customers to describe the images of some
selected brands with which their advertised images will be compared.
Part III is the classification information section. The
most sensitive question about personal monthly income was put at
the end to avoid psychological withdrawals.
15 samples were pretested, and the questionnaire was revised
twice before the final version was fixed.
Sample Design
The population was defined to be those people in the urban
areas who are over 15 years old and have bought at least one watch
in Hong Kong. Since such a sampling frame is not available, con-
venience samples were used in view of time and financial constraints.
Further, it is difficult to ensure randomness in the sampling
procedure. Undoubtedly, convenience samples are weak to represent
the true population. However, attempts have been made to improve
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the random effect. A total of 300 samples were picked. The pro-
portional number of samples to be picked from each of the twelve
urban districts was calculated according to the population figures
of these districts. The most recent population figures are the
estimates of the By-census 1976. The proportional number of samples
of each of the twelve districts was then adjusted in light of the
traffic and pedestrain flow in each of these districts (Table 111-3).
The same ten undergraduates also participated in this survey.
They went through similar training sessions and were assigned to
the districts randomly. Each of them was responsible for adminis-
tering 30 customer questionnaires. They did field surveys on
different days and different times of the day. They were also given
detailed city maps to ensure no overlapping of geographical areas.
In each of these districts, random samples were picked re-
gardless of sex, age, nationality and other demographics. The
questionnaires were filled out by the respondents picked with the
administrators' assistance.
After data collection, reviews were also made and the adminis-
trators' own evaluation of the validity of the result were also
recorded for error estimation.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study are mainly inherent in the
research design and sample design of the field surveys and inter-
views. Intentionally, watch retailers and watch customers in the
New Territories are excluded from these surveys, therefore one
should be careful in interpreting the results of these surveys.
Over-generalization may cause distortion of the results.
In the salesman interview research, an indirect approach was
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TABLE 111-3
SAMPLING DESIGN OF THE CUSTOMER SURVEY
NO. OF SAMPLES PICKEDNO. OF RESIDENT1
DISTRICT ADJUSTEDPROPOR.('000)
Kowloon
30Tsim Sha Tsui 657.7
Yau Ma Tei 182.4 18 15
477.1 30Cheung Sha Wan 46
Homantin Hung Hoar 349.' 3034
566.8 30Kai Tak 55
Ngautaukok Kwun Tong 30334.7 33
Mon g Kok 160.2 16 15
2128.0 208 180
Hong Kong
Central 17.0 2 30
West Aberdeen 343.4 33 30
Wanchai Tai Hang 228.2 22 30
North Point 193.4 19 15
Shau Kei Wan 161.0 16 15
120943.0 92
Source: Field work, March 1980.
1 Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong By-census
1976, (Hong Kong: Government Printing Department, 1977).
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used. That is, the attitudes and selling techniques of the sales-
men were interpreted by the interviewers through observations,
and then recorded by the interviewers. The validity of the data
acquired by using this indirect method depends on the interviewers'
observation and interpretation. Distortions and biases are difficult
to control, even if the interviewers have been trained.
In the retailer survey, the interviewees are managers or
responsible persons of the shops. However, their experience in
the trade may affect the reliability of their answers. This source
of bias is uncontrollable indeed.
The target respondents of the customer survey are those over
15 years of age and who have bought at least one watch in Hong Kong.
Because such a sampling frame is not available, convenience samples
were used. The main weakness of such convenience samples is that
it is not truely random in nature. In other words, there is no
way of ensuring that the samples picked are representative of the
target population. Although subjective quota samples were picked
from the twelve urban districts, there is again no way of ensuring
that the proportion of the sample elements is the same as that of
the elements in the true population. Further, the adjusted quota
samples still rely on personal, subjective judgement rather than
objective procedures of selecting sample elements.
In addition, these convenience samples focus on local watch
buyers, therefore tourist watch buyers, who are also major watch
buyers in Hong Kong, are not sufficiently represented in this
study. Consequently, the buying behaviour and attitudes of tourist




The errors that might arise in the three surveys are of three
basic types: sampling errors, nonsampling errors, and field
errors.
Sampling Errors
Sampling errors are minimal in these studies. The sampling
procedures of the retialer survey and the salesman interview
followed the random sampling method by using the random number
table. Further, the samples sizes are large enough to give good
representations of the populations.
Non-sampling Errors
Non--sampling errors are the most important errors that arise
in the three surveys. Non-sampling errors can be further divided
into non-coverage errors and non-response errors.
In the salesman interview, the non-coverage error is not
serious at all. The sampling frame is taken from the watch retailer
list in the yellow pages of the most recent version of telephone
directory which would normally include all watch retailers unless
they requested to be excluded. The percentage of watch retailers
included was estimated to be over 98% by Hong Kong Telephone
Company.
Another source of possible bias is the error due to non-response
which represents a failure to obtain information from the inter-
viewees. However, since questionnaires were filled out by the
interviewers rather than the salesmen, the response rate was 100%.
On the other hand, incomplete data may be a possible source of
errors. Only a few missing values were found, so errors of this
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type are not important at all.
In the retailer survey, the non-coverage error is again minimal.
On the other hand, incompletion errors are evident, especially in
sales figures of watches.
In the customer survey, non-coverage errors are obvious
because of the weakness of the sampling design; however non-response
errors are relatively low because of the effectiveness of personal
interviews.
Field Errors
As to the field errors, the major source is the interviewers.
The background characteristics of the interviewers may influence
the response of the interviewees. However this type of error is
minimal in the retailer survey and the salesman interview, because
the ten undergraduate students participated in the field work
shared similar background characteristics. However, errors in
asking questions and in probing were uncontrollable, even though
the interviewers had learned the rules and instructions of adminis-
tration.
In the salesman interview, the age and clothing of the inter-
viewers may affect the response of the salesmen, especially the
watches recommended by the salesmen.
Language problem between the tourist interviewers and the
salesmen was reported to be a serious problem which may affect
the validity of the interviewers', observation and interpretation
of the salesmen's attitudes.
Some of the questions in the retialer survey questionnaire
were reported by the interviewers to be quite sensitive to the
retailers who might have given some misleading answers, such as
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the sales percentages of various type of watches.
In the customer survey, some respondents were reported to
have some difficulties in understanding some of the questions,
and cues and assistances had to be given by the interviewers.
Consequently, arbitrary answers may have been recorded and thus
affected the reliability of the study.
As a subjective evaluation of the three surveys, high external




DATA ANALYSIS OF THE SALESMAN INTERVIEW
General Evaluation
As reported by the interviewers, some of the salesmen were
not real selling professionals, because they did not demonstrate
good selling techniques. In fact, this notion is supported by the
low mean score (2.63) for buying intention rated by the inter-
viewers.
The mean scores given to the selling techniques of the salesmen
are around 3 which means the interviewers were not impressed very
much by the salesmen's enthusiasm, influence, and relevant informa-
tion given (see Appendix 2, Table 1 to 4). In general, these
salesmen were perceived by the interviewers as rather inert, passive,
and ineffective in selling customers.
For the watch brands recommended by the salesmen (see Appendix
2, Table 5), 46.4% of the recommendations are Japanese watches and
45.2% are Swiss watches. Among the Japanese watches recommended,
51% are Seiko and 41% are Citizen. However, no single Swiss brand
is more than 10% of the total. In short, more Japanese watches
are recommended (46.4%) than Swiss watches (45.2%), and Seiko and
Citizen are recommended more often than any other brands.
Watches are physically demonstrated by the salesmen in 82%
of the interviews. Product demonstration is rather common in
buying watches.
As to the attitudes of the salesmen towards Japanese and Swiss




PERCENTAGE ON FACTORS PERCEIVED BY THE SALESMEN
BETWEEN JAPANESE AND SWISS WATCHES
Factor Swiss Better No Diff.Japanese Better
Price 10.2 33.756.1*
50.5* 22.7 26.8Quality
Style 18.6 33.0 48.5*
Functions 21.4 28.6 50.0*
Accuracy 33.7 20.4 45.9*
21.4After-sales service 9.2 69.4*
Reputation 56.1* 17.3 26.5
Durability 40.8* 22.4 36.7
* indicates the mode of the rating.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
In general, Japanese watches are perceived by the salesmen
as better in price, while Swiss watches are better in quality,
reputation and durability. However, Japanese and Swiss watches
are indifferent in style, function and accuracy, and about 30% of
the salesmen who regard both Japanese and Swiss watches as
indifferent in every aspects.
The Relationship Between Salesmen's Selling
Techniques and Interviewer Type
The data of salesmen's enthusiasm are interval in nature, while
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that of interviewer type are nominal. They are found to be
statistically independent, since the significance of calculated
chi-square is 5.58%, greater than the 5% critical significance
level. Eta value, a measure of association between interval and
nominal data, is only 30.527% which indicates low degree of
association between salesman's enthusiasm and different interviewers
(see Appendix 2, Table 6).
The data of salesman's influence, relevant information and
buying intention are also interval in nature. The degree of signi-
ficance of chi-square between salesman's influences and interviewer
type is 0.08% which indicates salesman's influence is statistically
dependent on the interviewers. However, Eta value is only 34.638%
which means the association is weak (see Appendix 2, Table 7).
In Table 8 of Appendix 2, the degree of significance between
relevant information and interviewer type is 11.74% which indicates
statistical independence between relevant information and the
interviewers, and the Eta value is only 31.24%.
The degree of significance between buying intention and
interviewer type is 0.32% which means statistical dependence and
the Eta value is only 38.22% (see Appendix 2, Table 9).
In testing the relationship between the interviewers and their
ratings on salesman's enthusiasm, salesman's influences on buying
intention, weak correlations are found, though statistical depend-
ence is found in two cases. In other words, the four interviewers
are pretty consistent in rating the salesmen's selling techniques.
To further test whether the means of ratings on various
factors for salesmen's selling techniques taken by the four inter-
viewers are equal or not, ANOVA analyses are employed by taking
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interviewer type as the independent variable.
The first group of ANOVA analysis tests were done for the four
interviewers. The F values and their significance levels are
summarized as follows:
TABLE IV-2
F-VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS
OF THE SALESMEN'S SELLING TECHNIQUES AMONG THE INTERVIEWERS





Source: Field work, March 1980.
By taking a 5% significance level, all the means of each
variable are unequal and the means of each variable among the four
interviewers are statistically different.
However, the sources of the differences are not known yet.
Therefore another two groups of ANOVA analyses were done for the
sex difference of the interviewers and nationality of interviewers.
The results of the ANOVA analyses, taking nationality of the
interviewers as the independent variable, are listed in Table
IV-3.
If a 5% significance level is taken, all the means of
each variable are equal and no significant differences are found
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between local and tourist interviewers.
TABLE IV-3
F-VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF THE SALESMEN'S SELLING
TECHNIQUES BETWEEN LOCAL AND TOURIST INTERVIEWERS
Dependent Variable F- Values Signif icance
2.075Salesman's enthusiasm 0.153
Salesman's influence 0.267 0.606
0.504Relevant information 0.479
Buying intention 0.007 0.935
Source: Field work, March 1980.
Another group of ANOVA analyses was done by taking the sex
difference of the interviewers as the independent variable. The
results are listed below:
TABLE IV-4
F-VALUE AND SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF THE SALESMEN'S SELLING
TECHNIQUES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE INTERVIEWERS
Dependent Variable F- Values Significance
Salesman's enthusiasm 6.292 0.014
Salesman's influence 10.637 0.002
Relevant information 7.603 0.007
Buying intention 12.820 0.001
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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By taking a 5% significance level as critical, all the means
of each variable are unequal, i.e. the sex of the interviewer does
make a difference in the ratings of the salesman.
In the Least Square Difference test to find out the sources
of mean difference, the means between male tourist and local female
or female tourist are found to be significantly different, but
there are no significant differences between local male and any
other types of interviewer.
In an attempt to interpret the meaning of all this data, the
means for each variable are listed as follows:
TABLE IV-5





Enthusiasm 2.603.20 3.52 3.44
2.44Influence 2.84 2.00 3.04
2.362.84 3.12 3.28Relevant info.
2.44 2.84 2.00 3.24Buying intention
Source: Field work, March 1980.
The ratings given by the male tourist are exceptionally low
for each variable, and the means of these ratings are therefore
also relatively low. Therefore, the source of mean differences
among the interviewers probably is the exceptionally low ratings
given by the male tourist, not the real difference in the selling
techniques of the salesmen in different districts.
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The Relationship Between Demonstration
and Interviewer Tvve
The relationship between interviewer type and the physical
demonstration of watches is significant, since the degree of
significance is 4.9%, taking a 5% significance level as critical
however, the strength of association is only 28% (Cramer's
V= 0.28034), so it is very weak to predict whether a particular
interviewer is likely to receive a physical demonstration from
the sales person (see Appendix 2, Table 10).
The Relationship Between the Interviewer Type and
Their Ratings for Salesmen's Attitudes
The relationships between interviewer type and their ratings
on price, quality, style, functions, accuracy, after-sales service
and reputation, taking one at a time, are found to be statistically
dependent however their strength of correlation is weak, ranging
from 26.5% to 32.9%. Therefore we can interpret the relations
are not strong enough for prediction prupo ses.
The Relationship Between Shop Location
and Where Hong Kong Watches Are Sold
Of all the shops where Hong Kong watches are sold in this
study, 10 shops out of 29 are in Tsim Sha Tsui or 10 shops out of
25 samples picked in Tsim Sha Tsui sold Hong Kong watches. Other
areas such as Homantin, Shau Kei Wan were also found selling Hong
Kong watches however, the sample picked in those areas is not
big enough to conclude if there is a higher concentration of shops
selling Hong Kong watches or not (see Appendix 2, Table 11 to 12).
When Mong Kok, Tsim Sha Tsui and Central are considered as
toruist shopping areas, the relationship between tourist or
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non-tourist area and whether Hong Kong watches are sold is statis-
tically independent, according to the significance of chi-square
(37.8%). The result indicates that Hong Kong watches are sold
regardless of whether the district is a tourist area or not (see
Appendix 2, Table 13).
The Relationship Between the Watch Brand Recommended
and the Attitudes of Salesmen
In an attempt to test the relationship between the watch
brand recommended and the attitudes of the salesman towards
Japanese and Swiss watches, a series of chi-square tests were
performed.
The results are listed as follows:
TABLE IV-6
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE WATCH BRAND RECOMMENDED
AND THE ATTITUDES OF THE SALESMAN









Source: Field work, March 1980.
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Since all the significances of chi-square are less than the
5% significance level, the relationships are dependent, and it
may be concluded that salesmen recommend watches which are con-
sistant with their belief that watches of the same producing
country are better than others.
The Relationship Between the Interviewer's Buying
Intention and Their Ratings on Selling Techniques
To test the relationship between the interviewers' buying
intention and their ratings on salesmen's selling techniques,
multiple linear regression analysis was employed. The F-value of
the regression function is found to be 120.30514 which is tested
against the F-value at the 5% significance level:
(see Appendix 2, Table 14)
Therefore the regression function is significant with 78.99%
of correlation. In other words, customers' buying intention
is heavily affected by the salesmen's enthusiasm in selling, their
influence and their relevant information given to customers, and
the degree of association of customers' buying intention with
these three factors is rather high (78.99%).
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CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS OF THE RETIALER SURVEY
Shop Location
A smaple of 50 retailers out of the total 517 watch retailers
in the twelve urban districts were picked (see Appendix 3, Table 1).
Tsim Sha Tsui, Mong Kok and Central districts are generally
considered as tourist shopping areas. About 54% of the samples were
picked in these areas however, watch retailers in these areas
are supposed to deal with both tourist and local customers.
Number of Salesmen
Over 64% of the retailers interviewed have 2 to 5 salesmen,
and these retail shops are regarded as middle sized retailers
(see Appendix 3, Table 2).
Major Customer
About 69% of the retailers claimed that local people were
their major customers, while 31.3% said they dealt mainly with
tourists (see Appendix 3, Table 3).
The relationship between major customer and shop location
is found to be statistically dependent (significance of chi-square
= 0.000). It is also found that tourists are the major customers
of watch shops in tourist areas, but local people are major customers
in non-tourist areas (see Appendix 3, Table 4).
Type_ of Watches Sold
As to the type of watches sold, 54% of the 50 retailers
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visited sell Japanese, Swiss and Hong Kong watches, another 44%
sell Japanese and Swiss watches and only 2% sell Swiss and Hong
Kong watches (see Appendix 3, Table 5).
When urban areas are divided into either tourist or non-
tourist areas, and tourist areas include Tsim Sha Tsui, Mong Kok,
and Central, watch retailers selling Japanese and Swiss watches
and those selling Japanese, Swiss and Hong Kong watches are found
to be roughly distributed evenly between tourist and non-tourist
areas (see Appendix 3, Table 6).
Authorized Dealer
Fifty-six percentage of the retailers visited are authorized
retailers of one or more brands, the rest of them are ordinary
watch retailers only. Authorized retailers are, usually, bigger
watch companies which are more creditworthy and more stable in
sales (see Appendix 3, Table 7).
Brands of Best Sales
Seiko was claimed to be the best-sold brand by 41.3% of the
retailers, followed by Rolex which was suggested by 21.7% of
them (see Appendix 3, Table 8).
Citizen was declared to be the second best-sold brand by 40.0%
of the retailers, while no other brand was suggested by more than
10% (see Appendix 3, Table 9).
The third best-sold brand was not dominated by any single
brand, but Seiko and Octo were named by about 15% of the retailers
(see Appendix 3, Table 10).
In a further analysis to investigate the relationship between
best-sold brands and shop location, Rolex was regarded as the
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best-sold watch brand by 40% of those shops located in tourist
areas, followed by Seiko (36.4%). In non-tourist areas, Seiko was
suggested to be the best-sold brand (45.8%).
Citizen was declared to be the major second best-sold brand by
retailers in both tourist and non-tourist areas. However, the
third best-sold brand was not dominated by any single brand in
both areas.
Percentage of Watches Sold
About 82% of the retailers said Japanese watches occupied
under 80% of their sales by unit, while 34% of the retailers said
Japanese watches occupied between 21% to 40%. This means Japanese
watches contribute half of the sales of about 60% of the retailers,
and are not important at all to only 22% of the retialers (see
Appendix 3, Table 11).
In comparing the percentages of Japanese watches sold by shop
location, more shops in tourist areas sold less Japanese watches
(under 20%) than other watches they sold while more shops sold
more Japanese watches (21% to 40%) in non-tourist areas (see
Appendix 3, Table 12).
About 78% of the retailers claimed that their sales of Swiss
watches fell between 21% and 80% of their total sales. This means
that the retailers regarded Swiss watches as their main products
to sell, while only 16% of the retailers considered their sales of
Japanese watches as not important at all (under 20%) (see Appendix
3, Table 13).
Surprisingly, over 83% of the shops in tourist or
non-tourist areas claimed that their sales of Swiss watches contri-
buted about 21% to 80% to their total sales. This means that the
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sales of Swiss watches are not concentrated in either tourist or
non-tourist areas (see Appendix 3, Table 14).
As to the sales of Hong Kong watches, 92% of the retailers
claimed that Hong Kong watches occupied under 20% of their sales.
This implies the unimportance of Hong Kong watches in the local
watch market. Further, over 90% of the retailers in
tourist or non-tourist areas said Hong Kong watches only occupied
an unimportant share of their total sales (under 20%).
Percentage of Watches Sold to Customer
The percentages of Japanese and Swiss watches sold to either
tourists or local people are summarized as follows:
TABLE V-1
PERCENTAGE OF RETAILERS WHO SOLD WATCHES TO CUSTOMERS
Percentage of watches sold
61- 80 81- 1000- 20 21-40 41- 60
Customer
Swiss watch




6.0Tourist 10.0 28.0 12.044.0
* indicates the mode.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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As to the sales of Swiss watches in local market, 30% of the
retailers said 81% to 100% of their Swiss watches were sold to
local people and 50% said only 21 to 60%. This may be due to the
fact that some retailers mainly deals with local people, while a
comparable number of retailers deal with both tourists and local
people. About 32% of the retailers said under 20% of their Swiss
watches were sold to tourists and 34% of the retailers said Swiss
watches purchased by tourists occupied 41% to 60% of their sales.
With respect to Japanese watches, over 76% of the retailers
said Japanese watches sold to local people occupied 41% to 100% of
their sales. This indicates the fact that Japanese watches pur-
chased by local people are the main target market of most local watch
retailers. About 44% and 28% of the retailers said their Japanese
watches sold to tourists occupied under 20% and between 41% to
60% of their total sales respectively.
Customers' Choice Criterion
The percentages of different factors suggested by retailers
to be the choice criteria of their customers are summarized in
Table V-2.
As to the customers' first choice criterion suggested by
watch retailers, 50% of the retailers regarded style was the
first choice criterion of customers, and 26% said price.
About the customers' second choice criterion, 42.9% of the
retailers named price, while 38.8% named style. This indicates
the importance of both style and price perceived by customers in
buying watches however, style seems to be more important than
price as the first criterion.
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TABLE V-2
PERCENTAGE OF CUSTOMERS' PREFERENCE FOR CHOICE CRITERIA








Source: Field work, March 1980.
Customers' Preference
The different preferences of different types of customers
suggested by the retailers are shown below:
TABLE V-3
PERCENTAGE OF CUSTOMERS' PREFERENCE
Customer Swiss Watch No DifferenceJapanese Watch
45.8 20.8 33.3Local people
83.8Japanese 13.52.7




Source: Field work, March 1980.
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As to local customers' preference, 45.8% of the retailers
believed local customers preferred Swiss watches to Japanese
watches, while only 20.8% said local people's preference was
Japanese watches. In the retailers' opinion (over 83%), Japanese
preferred Swiss watches to the watches of their own country.
47.4% of the retailers shared the opinion that other Asians like
local customers, preferred Swiss watches. Besides, Japanese
watches being preferred by European and American was claimed by
over 70.3°0 of the retailers.
Recommendation to Indifferent Customer
If customers have no special preference in buying watches,
46% of the retailers said they would recommend watches according
to the customers' taste by intuition, while 22% suggested that
they would show a few models for the customers to choose. Fewer
retailers would recommend a particular watch brand, either a Japanese
or a Swiss brand (see Appendix 3, Table 15).
Further, the relationship between recommendation to customer
and shop location is found to be statistically independent
(significance of chi-square= 23.6%). It is justified to conclude
that recommendations to customers who have no preference are not
different whether in a tourist and a non-tourist area.
Sole-agents' Services to Retailers
The retailers' opinions on watch sole-agents' services are
summarized in the following table:
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TABLE V-4




4.321.3 12.8 61.7Terms of payment
Total discount 66.0 6.412.8 14.9
29.2 47.9 4.218.8Profit per watch
62.0 6.0Frequency of salesrep's call 16.0 16.0
73.5 6.12.0Efficiency of order delivery 18.4
0.034.718.4 46.9Sole agent's assistance
Source: Field work, March 1980.
With respect to the services offered by watch sole-agents,
over 40% of the retailers perceived no difference between Japanese
and Swiss watch sole-agents in terms of payment, total discount,
profit per watch, frequency of salesrep's call, efficiency of order
delivery and sole agent's assistance. Despite these retailers,
other retailers said Swiss watch sole-agents were better in terms
of payment and profit per watch, while some said Japanese watch
sole-agents were better in total. discount, efficiency of delivery
and sole agent's assistance.
Watch Easier to Sell and the Reason
About 47% of the retailers said Japanese watches were easier
to sell, while 24.5% said Swiss watches and 26.5% were indifferent.
In classifying the watches as easier to sell in tourist and
non-tourist areas, the relationship is found to be statistically
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independent (significance of chi-square= 63.34%). In general,
Japanese watches are easier to sell in both tourist and non-
tourist areas.
Claiming Swiss or Japanese watches to be easier to sell, 30%
of the retailers referred to good pricing and another 22.2% said
good advertising as the reason. This indicates the importance of
good pricing in motivating watch retailers to promote the product.
In breaking down the reasons for a watch being easier to sell
into Swiss or Japanese watch categories, Japanese watches are
easier to sell by retailers because of good pricing and good adver-
tising. On the other hand, Swiss watches are easier to sell,
mainly because they are good products and have more brands for
customers to choose from (see Appendix 3, Table 16).
Sales Comparison of Japanese and Swiss
Watches in Submarkets
Percentages of the retailers who differentiated which watch
sold better, Japanese or Swiss, are listed according to submarket
in Table V-5.
In Table V-5. overwhelming majority of retailers claimed that
Swiss watches were sold better in the mechanical, high-price and
middle-high price categories whereas Japanese watches were sold
better in the quartz category and in the lower to middle price
range. However, these submarkets are not mutually exclusive in
nature, so mechanical watches and quartz watches can be further
divided into several submarkets.
By taking tourist and non-tourist areas as independent
variables, the relationships between shop location and Japanese
and Swiss watches according to submarkets are summarized in
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TABLE V-5
RETAILERS' SALES COMPARISON OF JAPANESE AND





Quartz watch 4.1 95.9










* indicates more retailers claimed the fact.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
Table V-6.
All the relationships are found to be statistically independ-
ent at a significance level of 5%, and all their correlations are
low. This indicates that the relationships are weak in association,
so Swiss watches demonstrated stronger sales performance in
mechanical watches and middle and middle-high price markets regard-
less of the store areas, and so forth.
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TABLE V-6
CORRELATION BETWEEN JAPANESE AND SWISS WATCH
SALES IN SUBMARKET
Correlation








Source: Field work, March 1980.
Retailers' Recommendations for Swiss Watches
Retailers' recommendations for promoting Swiss watches in Hong
Kong are analyzed under product, price, promotion, and distribution.
As to product, 45.8% of the retailers suggested that Swiss
watches needed to be improved in design and style which are
customers' important choice criteria.
About 62% of the retailers suggested a status-quo pricing strategy
for Swiss watches, while 34% recommended a price reduction for
Swiss watches to increase thier competitiveness in the market.
With respect to promotion, 66% of the retailers considered
Swiss watch advertising was not enough and suggested more should
be done.
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Pertaining to distribution, 36.7% of the retailers suggested
more commissions should be given to salesmen, while another 30.6
suggested more help from sole-agents (see Appendix 3, Table 17 to
20)
Assistance from Watch Sole-agents
About 34% of the retailers (17 retailers) demanded help from sole-
agents, and 26% of these retailers (13) further specified what
help they wanted.
Six retailers demanded sufficient stock supply of spare parts
and popular models 3 suggested to have more promotion activities
in both mass media and watch shops and another 3 requested the
extension of maintenance period and more services for Swiss
watch customers and finally only one complained of the redundance
of Swiss brands.
In testing the relationships of retailers' characteristics
with whether they need sole-agents' help, statistical independences
are found. The significances of chi-square and the correlations
are shown in Table V-7.
Consequently, the characteristics of these retailers cannot
be generalized by the number of salesmen employed in their shops,
shop location and their major customers. However, more retailers
who requested help employed 2 to 5 salesmen and were located in
tourist areas like Tsim Sha Tsui and Central, but claimed that
local people were their major customers.
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TABLE V-7
CORRELATION BETWEEN RETAILERS' CHARACTERISTICS
AND WHETHER SOLE-AGENTS' HELP IS NEEDED
Characteristic Correlation (PHI)Significance of X2
0.8040 0.2151Number of salesmen
0.2822 0.5132Shop location
1.0000 0.0303Major customer
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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CHAPTER VI
DATA ANALYSIS OF THE CUSTO!!1ER SURVEY
Demographics of the Respondents
About 63% of the respondents are male, while the rest are
female. This ratio of male to female is 1.724 and, obviously, the
samples are concentrated more on male, according to the published
local ratio (1.0857) in 1979. This may be explained by the fact
that a larger portion of female population are houewives who
usually work at home, therefore more male pedestrians may be found
in the street. However, sampling procedure may be another source
of the problem.
About 98% of the respondents are Chinese people, 03.% and 0.7%
are Japanese and European respectively. This proportion roughly
coincides with the pulbished figure (98% being Chinese) of Hong
Kong's population.
The majority of the respondents were aged between 21 and 30
(58.7%), 19% aged under 20 (above 15) and 12.3% aged between 31
and 40. This distribution also roughly coincides with that of the
true population.
As to the marital status of the respondents, 61.7% of them
calimed to be single, while 38.3% are married.
With respect to the occupation classification, 25.7% claimed
to be white collar employees, 17.3% professionals, 16.3% blue
collar workers and 15.0% unemployed (housewife and student).
Concerning the highest education level completed by respondents,
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61.5% have received secondary education, 13.4% post-secondary
education and 14% university education. In general, the respond-
ents are quite well educated, therefore better quality of answers
to the questionnaire may have resulted.
Incomewise, 76% of the respondents earn below HK$3,000 a
month, while the mean is between $2,000 and $3,000 (see Appendix
4. Table 1 to 7).
Buying Experience of Respondents
Number of Watches Bought
Among the 300 respondents interviewed, about 54% of them have
bought three or more watches and 24.7% have bought two watches
(see ADnendix 4. Table 8).
Brand of Most Recent Purchase
Among the watches bought by respondents most recently, 16.4%
are Citizen and 15.7% are Seiko, while no single Swiss brand is
over 7% of the total number. This distribution indicates that a
considerable Japanese watch market share is occupied by Seiko and
Citizen, while Swiss watches are evenly distributed in the market
without any relatively stronger brands comparable to Seiko and
Citizen (see Appendix 4, Table 9).
Brand of Most Recent Purchase and the
Demographics of Respondents
About 55% of male and 59% of female respondents purchased
Swiss watches. Female customers have only slightly favourable
preference towards Swiss watches (4% more). The source of this
small difference may simply be random errors or female customers'
preference for more elegant and stylish Swiss watches (see
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Appendix 4, Table 10).
As to the nationality of respondents, more Chinese customers
purchased Swiss watches than Japanese watches, and this fact is
supported by the retailer's opinion on customers' preference in
the Retailer Survey (see Appendix 4, Table 11).
The relationship between Japanese or Swiss watch buyers and
age is independent, and the age structures of both Japanese and
Swiss watches are very similar.(see Appendix 4, Table 12). The
marital status structures of Japanese and Swiss watch buyers are
also similar in nature (see Appendix 4, Table 13).
In testing the significance difference between Japanese or Swiss
watches purchased most recently and demographics of respondents,
the results are summarized as follows:
TABLE VI-1
CHI-SQUARE TEST BETWEEN JAPANESE OR SWISS WATCHES
PURCHASED AND RESPONDENTS' DEMOGRAPHICS







Source: Field work, March 1980.
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Since all the calculated chi-square probabilities are greater
than the 5% significance level, the relationships between the
brand of most recent purchase and customers' demographics are
independent. In fact, the demographic structures of Swiss and
Japanese watch buyers are very similar.
Amount Paid for the Brand of Most
Recent Purchase
Most of the recent purchases (73.8%) bought were under $400
in value, and 39.6% were under $200. This indicates roughly the
bigger market sizes of middle-lower price, and lower price watches
(see Appendix 4, Table 14).
If the watches purchased are divided into Swiss and Japanese
watches, 4.3.1% of Swiss watches are priced between $200 and $400,
and 23.8% below $200 and 18.5% between $401'and $700, while 14.6%
are above $701. On the other hand, 74.5% of Japanese watches
purchased are priced under $400, 21.4% between $401 and $700, and
only 4.1% above $1000. In general, Swiss watches scatter in a wider
price range, while Japanese watches are heavily concentrated in
middle to lower and lower price markets.
If Swiss and Japanese watches are further broken down by brand,
more Seiko (42.2%) are bought within the $200 to $400 price range,
and more Citizen (41.7%) are bought below $200. Over 80% of Rolex are
above $1000, and more Omega watches (91.7%) are priced above $401.
Other Swiss brands are heavily concentrated in middle-lower and
middle price markets.
Years of Most Recent Purchase
About 68% of the most recent purchases were bought within 2 years,
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and fewer watches were bought for more than 4 years (see Appendix
4, Table 15).
When watches are divided into either Swiss or Japanese watches,
80% of Japanese watches were purchased within 2 years whereas
71.5% of Swiss watches were between 1 and 7 years (see Appendix 4,
Table 16).
Type of Most Recent Purchase
About 70% of the purchases are mechanical watches, and 10.7% are
quartz digital watches (see Appendix 4, Table 17).
In investigating the type of Swiss or Japanese watches bought,
90% of Swiss watches are mechanical. watches whereas 61.6% of
Japanese watches are mechanical. Besides, 30.3% Japanese watches
are quartz and only 7.7% of Swiss watches are of this type (see
Appendix 4, Table 18).
Reason for the Purchase
The most distinct reason for these purchases is replacement
of the old ones (39%), followed by the reason of 'out of fashion'
(21.4%). Other reasons like 'gift for someone' and 'first watch'
occupy only less than 15% of the total (see Appendix 4, Table 19).
When watches are divided into either Swiss or Japanese watches,
39.8% of Swiss and 41.4% of Japanese watches were bought for
replacement and 18% and 23.2% respectively were bought because
old ones were out of fashion. In addition, 14.1% of Japanese
watches were bought as gifts for someone and 16.4% of Swiss watches
for other reasons.
Condition of the Purchase
About 58% of the purchases were not planned, while 25.4% were
claimed to be planned and limited to particular models (see
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Appendix 4, Table 20).
If watches are divided into Swiss or Japanese watches, 57.4%
of Swiss watches and 60.6% of Japanese watches were purchased
without planning beforehand, and 24.8% and 22.2%, respectively,
were planned and fixed. In general, whether the purchase is
planned or not is not related to the type of watch being purchased
(see Appendix 4, Table 21).
Information Sources Sought
Among the 300 most recent purchases, 43.8% of the buyers have sought
information from watch retailers by looking of the show windows or
by asking salesmen, 26% have asked friends for information before
purchases (see Appendix 4, Table 22).
When watches are classified into Swiss or Japanese watches,
30.5% and 46% of Swiss watches were bought after acquiring informa-
tion from friends and watch retail shops respectively as compared
to 15.5% and 43.4% for Japanese watches.
More purchases of Japanese watches (21.6%) than Swiss watches
(11.3%) were bought after seeking information from television
(see Appendix 4, Table 23).
Factors Considered in Buying Watches
Importance of the Factors
As to the importance of various factors considered by buyers
in buying watches, the mean values of these factors are summarized
in Table VI-2. These mean values are average values of scores
given by respondents on a 5-point scale ranging from least important
(1) to most important (5).
According to the customer survey people felt that accuracy,
durability, quality are the most important factors in choosing
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watches, while style, price and brand name are less important and
precious metal/stone embedded is the least important one. However,
accuracy, durability, and quality are unobservable at purchase, and
can only be judged by past experience or relevant information.
Therefore they do not directly affect the customer's buying
decision. On the other hand, style and price are tangible in
nature, so they become overt and important choosing factors in
buying watches. According to retailers, style and price were the
most influential factors for watch sales. Because Swiss watches
are perceived to' be better in accuracy, durability and quality but
weaker in style and price, Swiss watch advertising should further
stress these Swiss strengths.
TABLE VI-2
MEAN VALUES OF CHOOSING FACTORS











Source: Field work, March 1980.
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Underlying Factors of the
Choosing Criteria
It was suspected that several of these factors which affect
buying decisions were interrelated. Therefore, factor analysis
was employed in an attempt to statistically separate and then
regroup these 10 factors into meaningful categories so as to examine
the extent of interrelations among the factors.
Principal components analysis was used in this test to
transform the original interrelated factors into a set of unrelated
linear combinations of these factors. Then, orthorgonal rotation
by varimax was employed. Orthorgonal rotation by varimax maximizes
the column factor loadings in order to statistically identify
correlations among factors. Thus it was used to facilitate the
isolation and identification of the factors underlying the set of
original variables.
The first factor loading matrix was obtained by using Principle
component analysis with iterations and is shown in Table 24 of
Appendix 4. All the variance of the variables can be explained by
the factors, although the first three factors can explain 91% of
the variance.
To facilitate the isolation and identification of the factors,
orthogonal rotation of axes was employed. The factor loading
matrix after rotation is shown in Table 25 of Appendix 4.
By classifying the high loadings into four groups, the meaning
of the constructs in each of these groups can be interpreted sub-
jectively. The interpretations are shown in Table VI-3.
In the order of the ability to explain the variance, Factor 1,
comprising Accuracy, Durability and Quality is the set of Essential
Elements of a watch, and therefore the most important choice
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TABLE VI-3
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FACTORS
InterpretationFactorVariable
The essentialAccuracy













criterion. Factor 2, Image, is incorporated in brand name and
producing country. Factor 3 is the recognised value of a watch
and may be the effect of promotion as well as the subjective
judgement and preference. Factor 4, Economic Considerations, is
in fact the cost of a watch.
In general, customers consider reliability of watches and
images as more important than cost, therefore more advertising
should be engaged in promoting the image of a watch and establishing
a good product image.
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Swiss or Japanese Watches and the Factors
Considered in Buying Watches
In an attempt to test the relationship between Swiss or
Japanese watches purchased and the factors considered in buying
watches, a discriminant analysis was employed to classify Japanese
and Swiss watches by only knowing the degree of importance of
various choosing factors considered by customers in buying watches.
A discriminant function, which is a linear function depicting
the relationships between the dependent variable (Swiss or Japanese
watches) and the 10 independent variables, is formulated.
The results of this discriminant analysis are summarized as






The eigen value and the canonical correlation denote the
relative ability of the function to separate the groups, either
Japanese or Swiss watches. Clearly these two values are very low
indeed.
The WILK's lambda value indicates the discriminating power
(the large lambda is, the less discriminating power is present).
In this case, the WILK's lambda (0.932) shows weak discriminating
power of this function. Further, 'the significance level of chi-
square (12.21%) suggests the unimportance of the function.
From the classification results (Hit-and-Miss Table, see
Appendix 4, Table 27), 93.8% of Swiss watch buyers are successfully
predicted whereas only 8.2% of Japanese watch buyers are correctly
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classified. The overall percentage of success (56.64%) is not
satisfactory at all. Therefore, it is too weak to predict whether
a customer is a Swiss or Japanese watch buyer by only knowing the
degree of importance of various choosing factors.
Choosing Factors of Swiss or Japanese
Watch Buyers
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were employed to test the possible
difference between Swiss and Japanese watch buyers in the importance
of choosing factors. The results are summarized in Table IV-4.
By taking a 5% significance level, significant differences
are found in price and advertising between Japanese and Swiss
watch buyers.
In general, Japanese watch buyers are more conscious of price
and advertising in buying watches. Other factors like brand name,
producing country, salesman's recommendations, accuracy, quality,
style, durability and precious metal are indifferent to Japanese or
Swiss watch buyers.
The choosing factors of Japanese and Swiss watch buyers in
order of importance are summarized in Table VI-5.
Japanese watch buyers are more concerned about advertising
than producing country, while Swiss watch buyers are more conscious
of producing country.
Choosing Factors of Potential Swiss or
Japanese Watch Buyers
Another group of ANOVA tests was performed to distinguish
the importance of choosing factors between potentiate Swiss or
Japanese watch buyers. Potential Swiss or Japanese watch buyers
are those who prefer to buy Swiss or Japanese watches in their
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TABLE VI-4
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CHOOSING FACTORS BETWEEN
SWISS AND JAPANESE WATCH BUYERS













* indicates significantly higher mean value.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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TABLE VI-5
CHOOSING FACTORS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
OF WATCH BUYERS







3.3077 3.0101Brand name Brand name
2.9596Advertising*Producing country 3.2000
2.9184Advertising* 2,6077 Producing country*
2.51522.4077 Salesman's rec.Salesman°s rec.
Precious metal 1.60611.7287 Precious metal
Source: Field work, March 1980.
indicates factors in reverse order between Swiss
and Japanese watch buyers.
next purchase. The results of A.NOVA analyses are summarized in
Table VI-6.
Again, by taking a 5% significance level, salesman's recommen-
dation and quality are found to be* significantly different between
potential Swiss and Japanese watch buyers. In other words,
potential Japanese watch buyers are more conscious of salesman's




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CHOOSING FACTORS BETWEEN POTENTIAL
SWISS AND JAPANESE WATCH BUYERS













* indicates significantly higher mean value.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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The choosing factors of potential Japanese and Swiss watch
buyers in order of importance are summarized in Table VI-7 as
follows:
TABLE VI-7
CHOOSING FACTORS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
OF POTNETIAL WATCH BUYERS







3.3786 3.1184Brand name Brand name
2.9605Producing country* 3.2353 Advertising*
Advertising* 2.93422.6019 Producing country*
Salesman recom. 2.2330 2.7368Salesman's recom.
Precious metal 1.6579Precious metal 1.6602
* indicates factors in reverse order between the two groups.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
These factors are in the same order of importance as those
used by Swiss or Japanese watch buyers. In general, all watch
buyers are more concerned about the basic elements of watches,
then the economic considerations and other factors, though Japanese
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watch buyers are more conscious of advertising and Swiss watch
buyers consider producing country as more important than adver-
tising.
Personal Income Groups and the Importance
of Choosing Factors
In an attempt to find out the patterns of choosing factors of
different income groups, ANOVA analyses were used to test the
significance difference of the relationships of personal income
groups with each of the choosing factors. The results are summarized
in Table VI-8.
TABLE IV-8
SIGNIFICANCE OF F- TESTS OF INCOME GROUPS











* indicates significant difference at the S% significance level.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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No significant differences can be found in the means of these
factors, except those of the last factor, precious metal/stone
embedded.
In a further analysis of the source of difference in the last
factor, the Least Square Difference technique was used. As a
result, significant differences in means of precious metal were found
between the highest income group (over $5000 a month) and the two
lowest income groups (under $1000 and $1000 to $2000). The means
of this factor rated by different income groups are shown in
Table VI-9.
TABLE VI-9
MEAN SCORES OF PREVIOUS METAL BY INCOME GROUPS
MeanIncome group
1.7647Group 1 (under $1000)
1.4234Group 2 ($1000 to $2000)
1.5882Group 3 ($2001 to $3000)
1.7647Group 4 ($3001 to $4000)
1.8095Group 5 ($4001 to $5000)
2.4000Group 6 (over $5000)
Source: Field work, March 1980.
This indicates that the higher income group (over $5000)
considers precious metal/stone embedded in watches as more
important than other income groups, although this factor is the
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least important choosing factor.
The means of these factors rated by the various income groups
are shown in Table VI-10, and these factors in order of importance
of various income groups are shown in Table IV--11.
In general, all income groups, except Group 5 ($4001 to $5000),
have the same perceptions about the importance of choosing factors,
although there are some minor changes in ranks of these factors.
Group 5 with a monthly income between $4001 to $5000 has different
pattern of ranking these factors. This group considers quality,
brand name and producing country as more important, while price as
less important.
Best Watches by Country
About 83% of the respondents considered Swiss watches as the
best watches by country, while only 13.4% said Japanese watches.
The relationship between brand of most recent purchase and
best watch by country is proved to be statistically dependent with
a lower strength of association (35.42%). However, this may
indicate the tendency that customers are more prone to buy Swiss
or Japanese watches, if they believe Swiss or Japanese watches are
best watches by country (see Appendix 4, Table 28).
Comparison of Japanese Watches with
Swiss Watches
In comparing Japanese and Swiss watches on various factors
rated by respondents on a 5-point scale ranging from least satis-
factory (1) to most satisfactory (5), descriptions between 'least
satisfactory' and 'most satisfactory' were intentionally excluded
from the scales in the questionnaire, but are added in the analysis
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TABLE VI-10
MEANS OF CHOOSING FACTORS BY INCOME GROUPS












Source: Field work, March 1980.
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TABLE VI-11
CHOOSING FACTORS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS-INCOME GROUPS






Brand namestyleBrand nameBrand nameBrand nameBrand name
Pro. countryPricePro. countryPro. countryProducing co.Producing co.
AdvertisingAdvertisingAdvertisingAdvertisingSalesman's rec.Salesman's rec.
Sales'n rec.Sales'n rec.Sales'n rec.Sales' n rec.AdvertisingAdvertising
Pre. metalPre. metalPrecious metalPrecious metalPrecious metalPrecious metal
Source: Field work, March 1980.
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for better interpretation. Therefore, the original ratings are
interval in nature.
The difference in buyer satisfaction between Japanese and
Swiss watches on various factors like price, quality, style,
durability, variety of models and advertising are found to be
significant but the difference on after-sales service is not.
The means and significances of T-tests are shown in Table
VI-12.
TABLE VI-12
COMPARISON BETWEEN SWISS AND JAPANESE
WATCHES






0.0004.254,Variety of models 3.425
0.000Advertising 4.180-3.307
* indicates significantly higher values.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
Swiss watches were rated higher in quality and durability,
while Japanese watches were higher in price, style, variety of
models and advertising. It may be concluded that Japanese watches
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are recognised as better in price, style, variety of models and
advertising, whereas Swiss watches are better in quality and
durability.
Brand of Next Purchase
As to the brands of next purchases claimed by the respondents,
57.5% preferred Swiss watches and 42.5% preferred Japanese watches.
In a further breakdown by brand, 37.3% preferred Seiko or Citizen
(27.5% and 9.8% respectively) and 27% liked Rolex (16.2%) or
Omega (10.8%), and 7.4% would buy Girard Perregaux. None of the
other brands were claimed by more than 3% of the respondents
(see Appendix 4, Table 29).
Brand of Next Purchase and Demographics
of the Respondents
The relationships between the watches of next purchase, divided
into either Swiss or Japanese watches, and the respondents' demo-
graphics are summarized in Table VI-13 (see also Appendix 4,
Table 29 to 35). Chi-square tests were applied to test for signi-
ficant differences.
Only the relationship between the brand of next purchase and
sex is found to be significantly different, although the strength
of association is weak (18.33%). However, 50.9% of male and 69.8%
of female respondents preferred Swiss watches to Japanese watches
in their next purchase.
Brand of Most Recent Purcahse
and Brand of Next Purchase
The relationship between brand of most recent purchase and
brand of next purchase is proved to be statistically dependent (sign.
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TABLE VI-13
SIGNIFICANCE OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS BETWEEN SWISS OR
JAPANESE WATCHES AND THE RESPONDENTS' DEMOGRAPHICS









Source: Field work, March 1980.
of chi-square= 2.25%) however, the correlation is only about 20%. About
67% of Swiss watch buyers would like to re-purchase Swiss watches
next time, while only 53.7% of Japanese watch buyers would stick
to Japanese watches. In general, Swiss watch buyers seem to be
more reluctant to switch brands than Japanese watch buyers.
Swiss or Japanese Watches for Next Purchase and
the Factors Considered in Buying Watches
A discriminant analysis was used to classify the watches to
be purchased into either Swiss or Japanese by the degrees of













The results of the discriminant analysis are shown below:






The low eigen value and canonical correlation denote low pre-
dictive ability of the discriminant function, while the high signi-
ficance of chi-square (9.53%) indicates statistical insignificance
of the function.
In the 'Hit-and-Miss' table (see Appendix 4, Table 37), the
weak ability to predict Japanese watch buyers (30.3%) and the
relatively low percentage of 'grouped' cases correctly classified
(63.84%) further indicates the insignificance of the discriminant
function.
In short, Swiss or Japanese watch buyers cannot be predicted
by the factors considered in buying watches.
Most Popular Brand
The most popular brand recognised by 39.0% of the respondents
is Seiko, followed by Rolex (20.2%) and Citizen (19.5%). Citizen
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was declared to be the second most popular brand by 25.7% of
the respondents, followed by Seiko (22.6%) and Omega (17.4%).
The third most popular brand was supposed to be Seiko (17.3%) and
Omega (13.5%).
Therefore, it may be concluded, in general, that Seiko and
Citizen are the most easily called-to-mind Japanese brands, whereas
Rolex and Omega are the Swiss brands which have higher advertising
awareness. These four brands have higher brand awareness which,
in fact, is highly correlated with the advertising expenditures
used to promote these brands (see Appendix 4, Table 38 to 40).
In relating the brand of most recent purchase and the most
popular brands, the relationships of brand of most recent purchase
with the first and second most popular brands are found to be
statistically dependent, and the relationship with the third most
popular brand is statistically independent.
Half of Swiss watch buyers and 70.5% of Japanese watch buyers
considered Swiss and Japanese watches respectively as the most
popular brands. This may indicate that customers bought Japanese
watches, because they believed Japanese brands were popular. This
belief might be affected by more advertising and promotional activities
(see Appendix 4, Table 41 to 43).
Images of Various Brands
The perceptions of the images of some selected Japanese and
Swiss brands by the respondents are summarized in Table VI-14-
Rolex was strongly recognised as a luxurious watch and a less
practical watch.
An image of a combination of luxury, elegance and style was
given to Omega, while Girard Perregaux has an image made up of
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TABLE VI-14
IMAGES PROFILES OF SOME SELECTED JAPANESE AND
SWISS BRANDS
(Percentage of respondents' opinion on
the selected brands)
Girard
Image Rolex RadoOmega Perregaux Seiko Citizen
Economical 48.120.8* 0.3 24.4-1.0 1.4
Practical 48.520.0* 51.9* 1.0 31.013.5
16.2Stylish 2.4 24.3' 8.8 22.011.9
Elegant 27.4' 0.33.9 57.3' 1.9.1
Luxurious 29.1' 24.7,63.0* 0.0 0.7 0.7
Others 4.4 4.4 14.5 4.7 3.73.4
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
indicates important elements of brand images.
Source: Field work, March 1980.
elegance and luxury.
Rado, Seiko and Citizen were regarded as economical and
practical, but in different proportions. Seiko and Rado are being
received with a more practical image, and Citizen with a more
economical image.
In general, the images of these selected brands recognised by
the respondents are consistant with their advertised images (see
Appendix 1. Table 7).
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY OF THE FIELD SURVEYS
Sunnnary of Findings of the Salesman Interview
1. All the salesmen interviewed were considered as not very
enthusiastic in selling watches by the interviewers. Besides,
the salesmen were not keen on influencing customers' buying
decision. The salesmen did not give customers enough relevant
information. Therefore, the customers' buying intention was
not strong. In general, customers' buying intention was
strongly influenced by the salesman's enthusiasm, influence,
and the relevant information given (correlation= 78.99%).
2. Japanese brands were recommended more frequently than Swiss
watches (46.4% to 45.2%). About 46% of the total recommendations
were Japanese brands, of which 51% and 41% were Seiko and
Citizen respectively. Octo (8.3% of the total) and Omega
(7.1%) were the Swiss brands recommended more frequently.
3. Watches are likely to be demonstrated in buying process (82%).
4. Japanese watches are cheaper in price, better in style and
functions in the eye of the salesman whereas Swiss watches are
better in quality, accuracy, after-sales service, reputation
and durability. However, about 30% of the salesmen regard
Japanese and Swiss watches as equals in every aspect.
5. 29% of the retailers surveyed sold Hong Kong watches.
6. The associations between interviewers and their ratings for
salesman's enthusiasm, influence, relevant information and
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buying intention are weak (average 33%), although statistically
present.
7. The relationships between interviewers and their ratings for
the salesmen's attitudes towards Japanese and Swiss watches'
price, quality, style, accuracy, after-sales services, repu-
tation, durability are all statistically dependent however,
again, the average strength of correlation is only 34% with
57% as the highest.
8. More Hong Kong watches are sold in Tsim Sha Tsui, Mong Kok, and
central however the small samples picked in each area makes
generalization invalid.
9. In analyzing the means of the interviewers' ratings for the
salesmen's enthusiasm, influence, relevant information and
the interviewers' own buying intention, difference in the means
was found among the four interviewers, particularly between
male and female interviewers. The reason for the difference
in the means is suspected to be the exceptionally low ratings
given by the male tourist interviewer, but not due to the real
different perceptions of male and female.
L0. The relationship between the watch brand recommended and the
salesman's attitudes towards Japanese and Swiss watches is
statistically. significant the brands recommended by salesmen
are consistent with their belief that watches of that producing
country are in fact better.
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Summnary of Findings of the Retailer Surrey
1. More shops sell Japanese and Swiss watches (44%), or Japanese,
Swiss and Hong Kong watches (54%) though over 90% of the
retailers said the sales of Hong Kong watches occupied only
under 20% of their total sales by unit.
2. About half of the retailers were authorized dealers of one or
more brands.
3. Seiko was claimed to be the best-sold brand, especially in
non-tourist areas, while more retailers suggested Rolex in
tourist areas. Citizen was supposed to be the second best-
sold brand in other areas. The third best-sold brand category
was not dominated by any single brand.
4. More retailers (82%) sold Japanese watches which occupied under
60% of their total sales, while 78% sold Swiss watches which
contributed between 21% to 80% of their total sales.
5. More retailers (32%) sold Swiss watches from 80% to 100% of
their sales to local people, while 26% of the retailers sold
from 21% to 40% of their sales to local people. A great majority
of retailers (76%) sold Japanese watches to local people from
41% to 100% of their total sales. In the tourist market, the
majority of retailers sold Swiss and Japanese watches in two
concentrations: under 20% and between 41% to 60% of their total
sales.
6. Style and price were perceived by the retailers to be their
customers' first and second choice criterion respectively.
7. Local, Japanese, and other Asian customers preferred Swiss
watches most, while European and American customers liked
Japanese watches better.
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8. If customers had no preference in buying watches, more
retailers recommended watches according to their own subjective
opinion of what the customer might like (46%), and showed them
a few models to choose (22%).
9. About 50% of the retailers perceived no difference between
Swiss and Japanese watches in terms of payment, total discount,
profit per watch, frequency of salesrep's call, efficiency
of delivery, and sole agent's assistance.
10. Japanese watches were claimed to be easier to sell by 46.9% of
the retailers and Swiss watches by 24.5%. The reasons for
Japanese watches being easier to sell were good pricing and
good advertising, and those for Swiss watches were good product
and more brands to choose from.
11. Swiss watches sold better in the mechanical watches category,
high-price and middle-high price markets whereas Japanese
watches sold better in quartz watches and in the middle to
lower price markets.
12. To promote the sales of Swiss watches, retailers recommended
better design, more advertising, and more commissions to
salesmen.
13. Over 64% of the retailers interviewed have 2 to 5 salesmen
and serve local people more. About 64% of them are located in
tourist areas which include Tsim Sha Tsui, Mong Kok, and Central.
14. About one-third of the retailers requested help from watch
sole-agents. However, the characteristics of these retailers
cannot be generalized. Generally, they requested more
promotion, sufficient supply of spare parts and popular models,
better maintenance service and attractive gift boxes for
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customers.
15. The sales of either Swiss or Japanese watches, and watches
of other brands were not statistically different in tourist
and non-toruist areas. The relationships between percentages
of watches sold and shop location were found to be statistically
independent. The relationships of recommendations to customers,
and watches easier to sell with shop location were proved
to be independent too. However, shop location was found to be
statistically dependent with various watch markets, such as
mechanical, quartz, high price, low price markets, and customer
type.
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Summary of Findings of the Customer Survey
1. About 63% of the respondents were male and 98.7% were Chinese,
more than half were aged between 21 to 30, and 61.7% were
single. As to occupation classification, white collar workers
occupy 25.7%, followed by perof ess ionals (17.3%) and blue
collar workers (16.3%). About 61% of the respondents had
received more than secondary school education and 76% of the
respondents earned more than $3000 a month.
2. About 54% of the 300 respondents have bought three or more
watches and 24.7% have bought two.
3. About 33% of the most recent watch purchases were Japanese
brands, and 15.7% and 16.4% were Seiko and Citizen respectively.
Although 66.2% of all these purchases were Swiss brands,none
of them occupies more than 7%.
4. The relationships of brand of most recent purchase with the
demographics of Swiss or Japanese watch buyers were independent
in nature.
5. About 73% of the purchases were under HK$400 and 39.6% under
$200. In general Swiss watches were scattered in a wider
price range, whereas Japanese brands are heavily concentrated
in middle-lower and middle price markets.
6. About 67% of the most recent purchases were bought within 2
years, among these 67.7% more Japanese watches are found.
7. About 69% of these purchases, were mechanical watches, while
only 28.7% were quartz watches. More mechanical watches were
Swiss brands, but more quartz watches were Japanese brands.
8. The major reason for these purchases was replacement (39.0%).
and 'out of fashion' was another major reason (21.4%). More
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Japanese watches were bought for "out of fashion" (23.2%) than
Swiss watches (18%).
9. About 58% of these purchases were not planned beforehand,
while 25.4%' were planned and fixed with particular models.
More Japanese watches (60.6%) were bought without planning
than Swiss watches (57.4%). On the other hand, more Swiss
watches were purchased with fixed plans.
10. Watch retail shops were the most frequently used sources of
information sought by potential customers (43.8%), followed
by 'friends' as another major source (26%). Additionally,
more Swiss watch buyers sought information from friends (30.6%)
than Japanese watch buyers (15.5%), but Japanese watch buyers
used television (31.6%) more than Swiss watch buyers (11.3%).
11. Accuracy, durability, quality, style and price (in order of
importance) were important factors affecting buying decision,
followed by brand name, producing country and advertising.
Salesman's recommendation and precious metal/stone embedded
were the least important factors.
12. The underlying factors of buying watches, in order of importance,
were the essential elements of a watch, image, recognised
value and economic considerations.
13. Ability to predict whether a customer is a Swiss or Japanese
watch buyer by knowing his opinion about the importance of the
choosing factors from this survey is weak.
14. There were no major differences between Japanese and Swiss
watch buyers in choosing factors however, Japanese watch
buyers were more influenced by or aware of advertising, while
Swiss watch buyers were more conscious of producing country.
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15. There were no major differences among income groups in
choosing factors except in precious metal which was considered
as more important by the higher income group (over $5000).
16. About 83% of the respondents considered Swiss watches
as the best watches by country, while only 13.4% said Japanese
watches were better. Customers were consistant in buying the
brand which they believe to be the best.
17. Swiss watches were claimed to be better in quality, durability,
while Japanese watches were better in price, style, variety
of models and advertising. Only after-sales service was found
to be insignificantly different between Japanese and Swiss
watches.
18. About 37% of next purchases preferred by the respondents were
Seiko and Citizen (27.5% and 9.8% respectively), and 27% were
Swiss watches which was not dominated by any single brand.
19. The watches of next purchase, either Japanese or Swiss, were
not related to the demographics of respondents except to sex.
more female respondents preferred Swiss watches (69.8%) than
male (50.9%).
20. Rather low brand loyality was found for both Swiss and Japanese
watches, although 53.7% of Japanese watch buyers and 66.7% of
Swiss watch buyers would like to re-purchase the brands of
the same producing country in their next purcahse.
21. There was no significant relationship between the brand of
next purchase and the respondents' demographics.
22. Seiko and Citizen were the most easily called-to-mind Japanese
brands, while Rolex and Omega were less recognized than Sekio and
Citizen, but were the best recalled Swiss brands.
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23. Rolex was recognised as a luxurious watch, Omega has an image
made up of a combination of elegance, luxury and stylishness.
Rado was recognised as a more practical than economical watch.
Girard Perregaux has an image of more elegance and less luxury.
Seiko was a more practical watch, while Citizen has a more
economical image.
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Result of the Hypotheses Tested
A. Salesman Interview
1. The customer's buying intention is heavily influenced by
the selling techniques of the salesman (Accepted).
2. Japanese brands are recommended more frequently than Swiss
watches by salesmen (Accepted).
3. Japanese watches are perceived by salesmen to be better
in style, and cheaper in price whereas Swiss watches are
better in quality and accuracy (Accepted).
4. The watch brand recommended is positively related to
the salesman's favourable attitudes towards watches of
the same producing country (Accepted)
B. Retailer Survey
1. Seiko and Citizen are recognised as the two best-sales
brands (Accepted).
2. Style and price are recognised as the most important
two choice criteria in buying watches (Accepted).
3. Japanese and local customers prefer Swiss watches, while
American and European tourists like Japanese watches
better (Accepted).
4. Japanese brands are perceived by retailers as easier to
sell (Accepted).
C. Customer Survey
1. Price is a dominant choice factor perceived by customers
in buying watches (Rejected).
2. Japanese watches are perceived by customers to be better
in style, advertising and price whereas Swiss watches
are better in quality and durability (Accepted).
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3. Replacement and out of fashion are the first and second
major reason for buying watches (Accepted).
4. Japanese quartz watches are sold better than Swiss quartz
watches, mechanical watches are sold better than their
Japanese counterparts (Accepted).
5. Television is the most frequently used source of information
before buying watches (Rejected).
6. Japanese brands have higher brand awareness (Accepted).
7. Customers like to buy watches which they consider as
popular brands (Accepted).
8. There is a high tendency for customers to buy watches of





In recent years, the sales of Swiss watches in Hong Kong have
grown more slowly than that of Japanese watches, whereas in 1970,
Swiss manufacturers sold about 50% more watches than Japanese
watches in the local market. The sales problems of Swiss watches
were evaluated from two main viewpoints. The first viewpoint was
taken from the development of the worldwide watch market and
the development of watch industries, especially after 1970. The
second viewpoint was from three different angles in the local
market namely salesman, retailer, and customer.
In the qualitative analysis of the worldwide watch market,
two major trends were found. The first trend was the development
of quartz watches, and other was the entry of new competitors
into the world's watch industry. These two trends are closely
related to the marketing effectiveness of Swiss watches and the
possible opportunity for Swiss watches in the future.
The reasons accounted for the inability of Swiss watches to
compete with Japanese watches are summarized as follows:
1. Swiss watches were hurt by the worldwide recession during 1973
and 1974, and resumed their normal production capacities
slowly.
2. Swiss watch industrialists gave up the opportunity of quartz
watches in the 1970's, while this technology was taken up quickly
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by Japanese. After Japanese watches had established a strong-
hold in the world's quartz watch market, the late entry and
higher production costs of Swiss quartz watches reduced their
competitiveness.
3. The continual rising value of the Swiss Franc further reduced
the competitiveness of Swiss watches.
4. Too many Swiss brands are scattered in various price markets,
therefore promotional efforts are scattered accordingly. On
the other hand, the limited Japanese brands took advantage of
concentrated promotional activities.
5. Japanese watches respond quicker to customers' needs in fashion,
style and variety of models.
From a micro viewpoint of the local watch market, the attitudes
of the customer, the salesman and the retialer have been studied
to evaluate the marketing effectiveness of Japanese and Swiss
watches.
In the salesman study, the customers' buying intention was
found to be heavily influenced by the selling techniques of the
salesmen who were generally recognised as unsatisfactory in handling
customers. In addition, the salesmen's attitudes towards Japanese
or Swiss watches would influence their recommendations to customers.
In the retailer survey, Japanese watches were found to be
easier to sell, because of their cheaper prices. Generally, the
services offered by Swiss and Japanese watch sole-agents were
indifferent to the retailers, though some retailers suggested Swiss
watch sole-agents maintain a stable stock supply, especially for
popular models. To promote the sales of Swiss watches, many
retailers proposed better designs and more advertising for Swiss
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watches, and more commissions to salesmen.
In the customer survey, the customers' buying behaviour, their
attitudes and brand awareness were studied. Customers bought
watches more for replacement and new fashion, and price was found
to be less important than style, but more important than brand
name in buying watches. Japanese watches were perceived as better
in style and cheaper in price whereas Swiss watches are still
superior in quality, durability and accuracy. More Japanese
watches were found in middle-lower, and lower price markets, whereas
Swiss brands are scattered in various price markets. Japanese
watches have higher brand awareness as a result of more advertising
expenditures spent on mass media. For instance, Seiko, the leading
Japanese brand, spent more than double the advertising expenditures
of any Swiss brand per year in Hong Kong. In short, the weak
marketing effectiveness of Swiss watches vis-a-vis Japanese watches
can be summarized as follows:
1. Swiss watches are inferior in style and fashion which are
important choice factors in buying watches.
2. Swiss watches are higher in price as compared with similar
Japanese models.
3. Swiss brands have lower brand awareness, except Omega and
Rolex, than Japanese brands.
4. Swiss watches have too many brands, but fewer models of the
same brand.
5. Swiss watches are relatively weak in middle-lower price market
($200-$400), which is, in fact, the largest segment.
Despite Swiss watches' inability to compete with Japanese
watches, there are opportunities for Swiss watches in the world-
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wide watch market as well as the local watch market. In 1979,
Hong Kong imported about 7.5 million pieces of watches from various
countries and this import level is expected to grow at about 13%
each year. Productwise, Swiss watches are still perceived as
superior in quality, durability and accuracy, the essential elements
of watches and the underlying factors for choosing watches. Some
Swiss brands have already established reliable and good images,
especially in high-price (over $1000) and middle-higher ($701-$1000)
price markets.
In the mechanical watch market, Swiss watches are still
stronger than Japanese watches and have larger market share.
Although the demand for quartz watches is growing and is expected
to reach a market share of 65% from its present '0% within 5 years,
the demand for mechanical watches is stable and will persist for
the next few years. In the quartz watch market, Japanese watches
occupy a larger share, but by a further break-down, Swiss quartz
analog watches are received better than Japanese.
As to craftsmanship, Switzerland is still recognised as the
best. Therefore, supported by the assets of human resources and
technology, the Swiss watch industry has the potential to restore
its domination in the watch market. The main problem of Swiss
watches in the worldwide market and the local market is attributed
mainly to the marketing strategies used, especially in product
and promotion. Therefore, a long-term integrated marketing
approach should be used in light of Swiss watches' relative
strengths.
Hong Kong is a free port, open to worldwide fashions and
trends. Therefore Hong Kong is an integral part of the world's
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watch market, and also a good test market for international
products, such as watches.
All in all, the near future foreshadows hard times for Swiss
watches to fight against Japanese watches and an effective strategy
is badly needed. One essential countermeasure is an integrated
marketing plan for all Swiss brands which may be established through
joint efforts of all Swiss watch manufacturers. Besides, more
marketing research should be done to back up the marketing plan.
Recommendations
In view of the complexity of the watch market, recommendations
are made in terms of both long-term and short-term development.
Considering the success of Seiko and Citizen's media advertising,
in the short-run, Swiss watches should be supported by more adver-
tising in both television and press, especially television. Besides
image advertising, product advertising should also be used to
promote a few popular models of Swiss brands. Advertising themes
should emphasize Swiss craftsmanship, artistic design, and Swiss
advanced technology in watch making. The target market for a
particular Swiss brand should be defined and a distinct image should
be established to appeal to a particular group. More understanding
about this target market in terms of product uses, demographics
and buying habits will facilitate the establishment of advertising
objectives of a particular Swiss brand.
As to the distribution channels, more product information
should be given to retailers, such as brochures, pamphlets or point-
of-purchase materials. Ideally, brief training should be given to
the salesmen serving the authorized dealers of Swiss watches to
increase their product knowledge about Swiss watches, and improve
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their selling techniques. Hopefully, their favourable attitudes
towards Swiss watches will be strengthened. Moreover, more commis-
sion is also a powerful tool to motivate the salesmen.
Watch retail shops were found to be a major source of informa-
tion to potential customers, therefore retailers should be encouraged
to be good information sources or enquiry centers. Swiss watch
sole agents should fight for more shop-window space for displaying
Swiss watches, and more information other than watches should be
provided in shop-window displays.
In response to the growing trend of buying watches as gifts,
well designed gift boxes should be provided to stimulate customers'
buying needs. Special promotional activities should be launched to
cope with seasonal demands. Further, a longer period of free main-
tenance service gives better customer.protection and should be
advertised to support the quality and durability image of Swiss
watches.
At least one maintenance service center for each Swiss brand
should be established to provide reliable and full-range main-
tenance service to customers, this is also important to give cus-
tomers extra protection. Especially as quartz watches become more
complicated, reliable maintenance services provided by sole-agents
will definitely strengthen customers' confidence in Swiss watches.
In short, short-term marketing strategy should concentrate on
the target market and promotional activities. More information
about the target market will facilitate the development of promotional
activities, hence higher effectiveness is expected.
In the long-run, repositioning of a few strong Swiss brands
in various price submarkets is the right direction.
By means of this repositioning effort, a few existing Swiss
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brands should be placed in each submarket to compete directly
against Japanese brands. These Swiss brands should carry dis-
tinctive images and should be positioned in their well-defined
target segments. These well-defined target submarkets should be
sufficiently small at the beginning and then expand gradually.
To compete with Japanese brands, more advertising expenses should
be committed to promote new advertising themes.
To maintain the competitiveness of Swiss brands, production
costs should be controlled. One feasible solution to controlling
production costs is to create joint ventures with Hong Kong watch
industrialists, taking advantage of Hong Kong's cheaper labour
costs to produce middle price Swiss watches.
More research on advanced watch technology, like Cesium
movement technology and more advanced automatic machines, should
be carried on to exploit new technological breakthroughs in the
watch manufacturing industry.
These recommendations, especially the long-term ones, only set
the direction for Swiss watches to improve in the future. Further
studies should be carried out to realize these suggestions.
Proposals for Further Studies
This study to evaluate the marketing effectiveness of Japanese
and Swiss watches is only preliminary in nature, it does not cover
the submarkets. Further, the sales and acceptance of Hong Kong
watches are intentionally excluded from this study, therefore
further studies should emphasize the impacts of Hong Kong watches
on the local demand for Japanese and Swiss watches.
Special attention should be paid to the growing quartz market,
especially quartz analog watches which may replace traditional
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mechanical watches in the future. Further studies about customers'
acceptance and expectations about Japanese and Swiss quartz
watches will be particularity helpful to promote Swiss quartz
watches.
About 15 respondents in the customer survey wore Hong Kong
watches, so more information about the buying behaviour and product
usages of Hong Kong-watch customers would also be helpful to
establish long-term strategies for Swiss watches in the local
market.
In the customer survey, the sample design did not give suffic-
ient representation for tourist watch buyers in Hong Kong. However,
tourist watch buyers also are major watch customers in Hong Kong,




HONG KONG TOTAL WATCH IMPORTS











19781 LED Watches 154,618 6,150,782
LCD Watches 138,975,885959,750
Other Elec.2 726,808 194,790,761
Watches NES 1,040,092,8205,606,015
7,447,191 1,380,010,248Sub-total
19793 LED Watches 65,042 3,645,558
LCD Watches 117,520,372992,028
Other Elec. 1,344,081 331,626,136
Watches NES 4,916,763 1,066,284,992
7,317,914Sub-total 1,519,077,058
Source: Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics---Imports (Hong Kong: Government Printing
Department, 1968-1980).
1 Sub-classification of complete watches is available from
1978.
I- NES stands for Not Elsewhere Specified.




JAPANESE AND SWISS WATCHES OF HONG KONG
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32,153318274,2946 1081978 LED Watches
848,1095,206LCD Watches 621,902 116,986,195
20,257,42740,669674,656 173,118,762Other Elec.




36,241,20064,171Other Elec. 1,212,897 285,370,692
783,224 655,984,592Watches NES 1,772281 199,407,150
854,859 693,554,6933,478,623 571,125,910Sub-total
Source: Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics----Exports and Re-exports (Hong Kong: Government
Printing Department, 1968-1980).
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Source: Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics---Exports and Re-exports, (Hong Kong: Government
Printing Department, 1968-1980).
1 These figures are only for the first 11 months of 1979.
2 A re-export is a product which has previously been imported
into Hong Kong and which is re-exported without having undergone
in Hong Kong a manufacturing process. Therefore, the re-exports of
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Source: Hong Kong Commerce Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics---Exports and Re-exports, (Hong Kong: Government
Printing Department, 1968-1980).




ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES ON MEDIA OF JAPANESE
AND SWISS WATCHES 1978-1979
TOTALMAGAR. CINEMARADIO PRESST. v.BRAND
(HK$)


































ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES ON MEDIA OF JAPANESE
AND SWISS WATCHES 1978-1979 (Copt°d)







Source: Hong Kong Media Research, File of the Swiss Watch





ADVERTISED IMAGES OF SOME SELECTED BRANDS OF
JAPANESE AND SWISS WATCHES
Advertised
Advertisement DescriptionsBr and Image
Advanced Quartz Technology, Elegantly QuartzSeiko
technologyDressed.
ElegencyThe future never.looks so good, so slim,
Accuracyso elegant, so superbly accurate.
The Seiko men's analogue collection
combines the very latest in quartz
technology with stylish good looks.
Some day all watches will be made this
way.
AccuracyLet Citizen Quartz keep time with theCitizen
flow of your life.
GoodOutside the sophisticated system
Designsthat make Citizen watches work.
equally sophisticated Citizen designs
to match.
Wore bySothebey's, London, all 11 a.m.Rolex
famous people.precisely.






Technology andA perfect blend of mdoern technology
Art.and the watch maker's art.
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Table 7 (Cont'd)
Good Val ue.Longine s Many wear gold. Few wear it with
Good Style.style.
High ClassA touch of class..... andJuvenia
Good Tastedistinction.... too.
Good valueThe most expensive watch in the world,Piaget
Artisticthe most beautiful too.
The specialists in ultra thin
watches, time preserved in art.
Good Style.Baurie Watches that are never out of place.
Mercier
Good valueI Moving diamonds for happy hours.Chopard
Dressy watch
FashionableFashions in time for the 1980's.Camy
FashionableLink time with fashion to createOrient
Elegant anddistinctive, elegant, reliable
Reliable.time-pieces.
Reliable andThoroughbred styling andUniversal
Stylish.Geneve performance.
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WATCH BRANDS RECOMMENDED BY THE SALESMEN
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P F ! A I T V F A H . 11! F T F n CI! M
A BS0L UTE F RE Q F RE Q FREQ
COD E FKEQ ( P C T} (PCI) (PCI)
2 2 44,0 44-o Q 440
6 » I 2 ® 0 2 © 0 4 6 9 0
®
H I At. 5 0
54 ft 0




1 ; A N
yd Jf
kur rns i s
M I ! TDIH
r- 7 p
.J v CC- •
' o ' i C K
~ 2 • ) 1 4





0 ft ? 8 ?
l.o 993





6 • 5 7 4
3«»97 L
4«000
V A! TO OSES 50 HISSING CASES C
TABLE 6
TYPE OF WATCHES SOLD AND SHOP LOCATION
C R C S S T A 3 U I A T I 0 N OF
V A R C 2 TYPE OF WMCHlS Ut 0 BY V A P. 4 2 SHOP LOCATION




f A° A 2
T j UI j T
fx is '-C A
1 A




I U T 4 L
V '0 P

































5 A o 0
C. U i- U •'!N
1 f' T M
2 6 2 4
48 o 0
5 0
I{- p rsi v, Lj a Li
R A CHI S J i J A K I-= 7 .487° 7 W I 7 i I 2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM, SIGNIFICANCE= 0.1748
CP Ml' 0 V= M 2 6 4 1 7
CCiJ TI AGFIiCY C!1 EFE ICIE jT- 0. 255 46






ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
NOT AN AUTHORIZED RE 0. 22 44.0 44.0 44.0
AUTHORIZED RETAILER 1. 28 56.0 56.0 100.0
TOTAL 50 100.0 100.0
MEAN 0.560 STD ERR 0.071 MEDIAN 0.607
MODF 1.000 STD DEV 0.501 VARIANCE 0.251
KURTOSIS -2.020 SKEWNESS -0.249 RANGE 1.000
MIAIMUM 0.0 MAXIMUM 1.000
VALID CASES 50 MISSING CASES 0
TABLE 8
FIRST BEST-SOLD BRAND
V A F 0 4 FIRST BE ST-SOL 0 BRAND
CATEGORY FACET
T IT'1 N I
S F I K u
C in Z E N
k Ct. EX





F R F 0
RELATIVL

























3 8 o 0
1 8. 0

























k jo r is i s
N! T , T M)''
V A L I o C A S F S
2 j J 7 0




j ! J J L V
SKTUNESS
i - x i • i j: i
•: 1 I S S I i G C A S E S
C 4 6 7
3 .16 6
? . C4 P
i Q o o r
,
M E U I A N







V A ft 0 5 SECOND BEST-SOLD BRANI
CATEGORY LABEL
SEIKO
C IT I ZEC
RGLEX






p T '0 ' A r~ p P p A i i vV; 1 - i J ' L C L. V: ' a 1 J
T T T J S
C T A E R S
C U D E
ABSOLUTE




A 0 J U S T E L
E R E 0
f PCT)
CU M









































p p„ © Cj
~1
'~t • A
1 2 £ ....
] o r
11. i










I 3 e 3
V T P C T N: rI w J J. • P
11,1
31. 1
3 3 c 3
6 2 . 2
6 6 .7
7 1 c 1
~Z 'X1 D P ~r
7 7 'A
U ? T AC vj o o
p o pA XL© A.
A A T
1 C 0 . D
1 0 0 . J
1 L L o - 1 0 C O r
U E A !
M C J E
KIJ' T 2 S I S
M TUT 3 J U
VALID CASES
7 . 4 0 0
n cr-. ' , J
- r O P 1t U I
i n p nJ. • ' J J
A 3
STD E;u
b T D Uc V
SKl WriE SS
A I A i i • 4
i t r c t m c c r. r! A i • i !. i if
1 PPTi • U _D(
7 r a; t
•ft V. j Vk' •-N-
4. -44
P p o pv ® 'A
5
4 L: L I A i 4
VAK I AtJCE
AM 4 r
9 A 7 90. • t (








C ! T I Z E N
RGLEX
CX EG A
M I L US
c c t :
BULOVA




I I T U S
GThERS
P F i ATT V F A D . 11 i F T F H C.! IMS l„ L_ A 4 1 1 Y L_ L v; U J » L U W
A R STLUTE ~~~ F REG FPEC FREQ
CUD E FREQ (PCI) (PCT) (PCI)
0 • 2 4.0 A • 8 4 • 3
lo 7 14o G 16c7 21 o 4
2. 5 10.0 1KC 33.3
r . 2 3.0 4 • 8 33 .1
6 o 3 6 c 0 (el 3 5 o 2
10® 1 2 a 0 2 a 4 4 (• 6
1 1 . 6 12 «0 14, 3 61.8
12 o 2 4- 0 4,8 66.7
13c 2 4.0 4.8 71.4
1 p e | 2 , 0 7 ® 4 7 7 »3
l i n 9 , 7 , 9i ' O I — ® C~ C I f O O
7 O A 70 Z' r Q 1 fTl.© U r » v.- O 1 • L»
1 ' 1 D n D A P D D1 ;; « I f 8 w c T C o
E_ 7 7 1 4 . 0 16.7 10 0 . J
v. 8 16.0 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 30 10 0.C 100.0
MP A r !!L_.-I
y u u E
KUPTGS I S
M I N I M U 2
„ 952




3 TO Jl V
SKEWNESS
MAXIOJM
i'i opIt I c J
~7 —
i c a y
] P P© I O
0 'A i T C
'O 6 C vj •..






V A L I 0 C A S t S 8 2 r r r y i C f a o ro ~! I o u i i '.7 L it j
TABLE 11
PERCENTAGE OF JAPANESE WATCH SOLD
V A E ? 7 p L K G E N T A G L U F J A ° WA T c H S (J L 0
CAfEiAiPY L. A A El
0 TO 2 0
LI ro A o
A 1 TfJ AG
6 1 TO t;0
a 1 1 , 100
0 E A 0
MODI:
KM!, f . ! S
MINI iM
V M I ) GASES
2 « A 2 0
? , ) JO
-3, 7 20
i ) n oi. » • f J J
s c




















F P l 0
( POT )
22.0
3 A o 0
2 6 • 0
16.0
69 0
1 0 0 , 0
0131
1 . C 7 1
0 . 3 2 1
b , 0 0 0
C
ADJUSTED
F P- E C
( PCT 3
22.0
3 A . 0
2 6,0
























. I i 1 IP I S T
[ a r: a
I 3
n ji J-TOUR
I 3 1 AK E 4
14
T C W
T 0 T A L
V AR J















i 9; iI£ A
L i
6 T O l'
4 3 t 3
3 2. 0
17
3 4 o G































! i! J -18
181 AI
6





RAW PUT SOUDT= 1:; D -i 7 7 3 a IT'I A DEGREES CF FKEEDCM. SIGNIFICANCE= 0.0350
f R A 11' R 1 3 V- DD4°2
r .jT i:ioFNr y fprFr i r TENT- o. 4i 40r-
b r A=; o 2 Nu 1 1 W MM V A p C 7 02 P C N i) 8 i T, = 0.45401 WITH VAR42 DEPENDENT.
TABLE 13
PERCENTAGE OF SWISS-WATCH SOLD
V A E 0 ? • PL 'm C L' i' 11 A G L I: F ) W I b S J A T C H S L L 0
C AT EGO '• V L ABEL
0 T ; 2 0
2.1 r i MC
A 1 1 • • (: 0
61 TU 60
0 1 r 1 CD
oo J r

































Tu TAL 8 G 1 0 0 . 0 100 .0
M E A 3
v p }
KUR Ti.lS I S




1 o ' . 0 '




G 5 1 ; r j . Ij i % L: WIvl. ,o -
MAX I MUM
MI SSI 40 CASES
0. 163
1. 1 5 1
Co 2 5 0






1 • 3 2 4
44 000
TABLE 14
SWISS WATCHES SOLD AND SHOP LOCATION




T ! T nCT
T ;UP-. I 3 t
f- I] A
) 3






) j (' 70
i
' '1 'L-aA'








1 A PL O U
? 1 1 0 4 0
J'
8 0 . 8







i T 'I } U uW
G
G'J »
3 3 o i
1 ? 0
I4





8 1 M 8 0
i
c, nJ 0 V.




















io or a i
O r




1 G 8 r O
i A ;r ! . | I i 3 j 1. J m.- ;;; — 18 C n 7 1 I Tt! A DECREES CP FRFFC(0v. SIGNIFICANCE = 0.5575
r. R A M !•• k I s v - 0 „ 2 A 5 0 2
CC DTI N(-TNC Y C: 1E F T I C I F 0 T - F23?cc'




V A' 10 R ['OP! M FN C AT I FN TO CUSTOMER IF NC PREFFRE
CATEGORY LAG EL
RE COMM EMU AUTHOR I ZEO
RE COM -1 F N 0 JAP MATCH
R LC U.• M rU C S'J I S j J A T n
A C COKI) I NG 7 L5 C11 S T fI. L




F R F 0
RELATIVE
FRFQ
( PC T )
ADJUSTED
TP EG
( p r T
CUM
FR EO

















4 6 s 0
2 2 . 0
4 _ n
i o . n
p„ 0
4 6.0
? ? . 0





Q 7 . A
? 00.0
4 0 1 0 0 0 100.0
ME AN
HUGE
K; i. s lib 3
y ] : [; 111 •
V i I ) (. '» 3 r 3
2 . •' 2 J




3 T!) E i. L
3TU DlV
3KEDUES3
1A X 1 11 IM
M I SSI 'IG C A SE 5
' 1 7 O0 a i ( u
1 . ? F A
-0.474
5 . C 0 C
i
'' M E D I A N






WATCHES EASIER TO SELL AND THE REASOi
f A ? '
COUNT
I TO PC. T
Cut PC T
TUT PCi



















r s i r t r
c











3 3 © :






?lx r(. .J e
5 0 o (
a
I t
7 7 . '
A «,
i r n « o






























t A A A'• J W
•» , —i




a ;• 7, -1
1 1
4 ) A I -7
c:
1 7 - t;
R A CHI S THAR I ~
C R A '! • S V .1 „ A A t 7 3
r no i r jcFh(.y en:::n 1c i fnt =
CIA - Ce 80308 W r T!-I V AR 27
NiMH-' PF MISSING OBSERVATIONS =
0 1 , r 2 3o1 '' I ]H
P - A 1 1 A £
nr pr'jn PUT ..
1 A
n n c a n r. c c i • l: t: c» r l; An .m c t an t c t r a mr c — n n a co
AI • r r •' f T -v JI i t A — t~i, r~ » 4 r i t -rv
TABLE 17
PRODUCT ADVICE FOR SWISS WATCH
V A R 3 6 P • I i _)1J C T A C V J f E r 0 K S I- JI S G k A T C H
C A T [ 0 0 k Y LAP LL
F F UE ° ' AO CS
MO ? 0 •: AM OS
A i 1 !; i J l : 0 I - i J
Li L T r jf MJ U I TY









A j'i S ( ' L U T E













2 4 . 0




F R E C
(PCT)




1 B . 8
(' I S S I NG












Kuv r ' s
P 10 I'M
4 M '•« r . 1 1
2 . ) 0 0
0 ) 1O :
1 ' .... £ J
ST J I'.'r p
S ! ) V
.J iN '. t' J S J
MAX MUM
0.1b ?
I . 00 0
- 0. 4 0 1
4 s 0 ' 3 0
V £ 0 I A K





V a L T C ( A S E S •'-t' 'II OS 1:10 OA SL S 'L.
TART.F.
PRIGS ADVICE SOR SWISS WATfil
V A R • 7 R}-: I f. i: 7 A V I C E I 0 R S V; I 7 3 W A T C H
C AT tS( i-Y L Au lL
Rb DUG E p,; I GTS
I M7i:: F A A- r PR I r r
K E f;R D U S E i I P'- I' f ES
C T urns
(' C J L
A BSCLUTE
i 0 i i :
PEL ATI VE
f EEC
( PC T )
AOJUSTEl
FRFG




























i r r r
H !: A N
M- .) A[
KIN TPS I S
Y ! IMU 1





S 1 IT b r K
ST 3) Qfc V
SK L TiUE SS
M A Y T K : 1 M
0 o 138
f' L7 P
- 0. 96 0
9 . nnn
M E 0 1 A13
V A R I A K C E
l a r, r
1.726
0 957
-s n n A
V A L I 0 l A S I: S r: r A T c T i r (' A C P- Ll' I i ,)j i . H : L- A J L C) (j
TABLE 19
PROMOTION ADVICE FOR SWISS WATCH
V A 3H -1 !' i.j j'v1 • 11 I CN A L V T L i. f j j 0 I S b W A 1 C R
C A I EOCPY L ABEL
MCHf A CVE a T I S IN G
f h A M a E IM A 0 L:
bkttrr- s,r n'ICI¬


















i p r t )
A A „ 0
7 A5 I i
1 8 . 0
e . o
A . 0



















9 u i.) F
K U In [ i. Gj . j
EI 0 I,HI 1
V a t I D C A S r F»
0 , ' 10
) mn
0 0 I 4
nJ
•50
8 i tJ LA?
5T.J DOV
SKEWNl SS
IA X I HUM
i r c c t ; i r r a r ; cill J O ,t i S kJ , r y O —~J
0 E I 8 5
1 . 309
1.0 17 8









DISTRIBUTION ADVICE FOR SWISS WATC1
V A p ° DISTRIBUTION AiJVICL F UK SWISS WATCH
f MEG U R Y I ARIL
H(.;:u commissi PS
y . T (,i (AT ACT S
v :' r: DC IF



















( P C. I )
3 L C
1 0.0
3 0 » 0
i p ii c. « J
A .0
: . n
















7 7 • 6
Q 6 , 9
100.0
i r AT A
vp)(:
ku i ; i s
2 ] '; TOIL'






S T ' L .
ST ) Ol V
S A A i ; L. S S
i y t Pit
' ' c c : r a i i r' i A ps i. -i 1 ' . ' u J
0. 182
I . 2 7 5
Cu I 0 8
a n t ! CII j -J
1










]ty nn -r T? C TO ~ Vf TP 1 m C
V A ' A () s !- X Of r SO CN CUT
CAT GOUTY L A ; LI
Y 'v L -
!' :: '1 ALL
Y C A, i
y ,j 0 A
K i J T ] S I S
vi I0UY









S K c W N L S S
f A T ' : I f
j r n r r : | p p A ; L C: U . ) i. i [ ' .'A o I. J
ACS L L LiE
FREO
i c ni. ? J
i i r
-a a n
f1 A , 'vVj o J _ CJ
0, 48 3
C. 55 6
i r n r
n
RE I ATI VE
F H E Q
( Pl.T )
6 3 4
A r „ 7
1 00 . 0
AOJUST EC
















v a ; 't -7 f 1A r TUN AI T T Y 0 f k E S P G ID E! -I T
C AT uGr.N Y L Ai EL
C E i iL 5 i.
J Y A i 4 L o L
EUROPE A'4





]; j i a i




















10 0 © 0
C U M_
FREQ '





K i J . T : ! : S
-1 I J EE'
7 A1 J ( V-J A
n , P ? o
. !




.A i v) 0 L V
A K L RAIL S A
:AA Y I M .J i
'TP SI '0 CASES
a n i 7. « L. 1 j
0 o 7 8 8
1 1 . L A 7
'4 „ n o o
p
Y E 0 I a N
V a R I A N 0 E
P A N G i:
0.007
0.08 3
4 .0 n n
table 3
AGE OF RESPONDENTS
V Mr V] AA f.: °.c ! l Si Co cNT
CA I EGA ' Y L 'HCL
u.MFK •:)
2 -i - 3:
3 1 - 4 C
a i - 15
u v i. • 5 :
' •i r a j
•' ) -
K 'J T : i S 1 ';•
V I;,'] S !
v i ii asps.
. 1 79
1.0 .3 A







'I SSI AG CASES (j












































H o C 0 0
MED I A 1






MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
V t - .FITH. Si'iTUi ii !'ji-)i!i')ENT
C A T L ' f; V I A P F 1
5 I NFL F
M A ' I L F
M [f J
H 0') F
K i J ILj I S
M 1 1 I 1! J '
V M tu CASES









ST 4 I) L V
SKEUULSS
FAX IMJf-1
M 3' SS I MG C A SF S
A B S C L U T r




0 . 0 2 B
00 48 7
0 4 8 2
1 . COO
RE I ATI VE
F P HO
( PC T }
6 I © 7





















V A R 5 0 (XCUPA T M O 0 (' f SPC)NO 10 IT
CAT LG:.K Y LAMB
P X v.J i L o 5 I !J N '11.
Wh TIE C CLE M
13 LU I. CP LI A''
P !J j ! I!: J 5 : X ! (. U I ] V L
MERCHANT
C I V I !. SCPVAriT
UN : PL LYll l)~H0U5 ! M I r :
0 ru l i o
I L.'0T
A B SCIUTE
E R t 0

































1 5 . 0
i 0 0 . o



















k • j r j j ' p
V T T -I J ' '
V M T 0 P 5 5 P 5
'} ) ,'v '
1. . ) )'
5 )
3 P P
5 1 ') -P V
I 1 'i C. Lj P
0 P : I 0 r A Si- 5
TODKJt L .J
? 'x - 'Uf s , I
; o 4 6 3
' 7 . C 0 0
n
v
V EI .) I A N
VAIv jANCP
P Ai J (7 E
1 9 7 9
5 7 3 2
7 »000
TABLE 6
HIGHEST EDUCATION LEVEL COMPLETED BY RESPONDENTS
V A ; 1 H I C : ' •• s I L 0 U f a T J ;• J i. L V L L C C M P L E T E 0 6 Y R L S
C A Ci: N I.Y LA: El.
PR I •'A1'-' V SCH; ip
SEC JO OAKY SCHO'Jl
PuS I S L: CLN i) A !-' Y
DO I V! ; CITY
C T H '• K C
M E A i
7N )!
Kv J - ' !! j I ' -
V I J '! | t
V A L T C C A S F S
I. , 5 ? 1
1 . V)»
o ; 7,1' 3 . ' f
0 . u
) C T








.. . ! : - i rii. S
A . if), !
I C C I lb CASES
1 C J L L L 1 L








0 » C J 2
0 • 3 'A 7
C » 9 3 9
L COO
1
R E L A TI VE
F f? E 0
( PC T )
r i, e .J
.6.1 . 3











1 4 • 0
! o


















PERSONAL INCOME OF RESPONDENTS
V A !•' S 7 p;j.: S ii. L -10 NT PL V ! NCuMl OF PE SPC-NDEN T
f A I F 3: i Y L A i l. L
B CI !' •1 A 1 i o 0
100 1 - 00 0 0
? 0 0 L - 3 0 J 0
3 0 0 1 - A C 0 0
4 001 - 0 00 0
ovi.:i ooo


































i a e o











T ( T A iI I I I. 3 00 100 .0 100,0
MEAN
MODI:
K L x T' S I S
MINI SUM
V A i r 1 C A S F S
1 o 6 5 7
1 • C 0
) 3. 3 1
0 O
3 F 4
S T L) i r 1
STO DLV
3 K E 1(nF 3 B
-V x ! I 'i , » . i'.) :-i
M I S S I DC C A S.E S
J. 0 8 4
11. 4 1 9
c 7 Ss v : -M
r- ;•- N
5 e C 0 u
1 6
MED I AN






NUMBER OF WATCHES BOUGHT
V A R 0 3 N U M 3 E f1 Ii F ! A T f!J 3 CUE i T
CiTc ) R Y L A 3 E!
C NE WATCH
T W'J
T h 3 L L w F M [j ' h
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
A B S C. I. UT E E PEC F R E C FREQ~
CLUE FPLO (PCI) (PCI) (PCT)
0. 63 21.0 21.0 21.0










M E A v
MOD r
KU• • ' ] i :} ' 3
N' I i I '6 •'
K u 3
2 .000
- 1 e 1 2 2
3 . 3
ST D E i-.P
SIR) DEV
S KL ' t i vj S -.)
MA X I MUM
U 8 L H 0
0, ? 0 3
-Oc 67 6
2 • 00 0
MEDIAN
VARIANCE
P A; j G L
1» 580
0 o 6 4 4
2 o 0 0 0
V ALID 3 A sES 3C0 YISSIN G ( AS LS 0
TABLE 9
BRAND OF MOST REGENT PURCHASE
V A R 0 4 R R A N 0 0 F N 0 S T R E C E 0 T P U R C : A S E
P P i A T T r A R.HKTrn f. i ! M








C M E G A
TISSCT
R ADO
M I L U S
C C T J
3UL0VA
|i




Tor. ; T ;
[



















































{ P C 7 I
L f
11 J » . :








































'D 3 p- •










4 6 o 8
P T c
.9 s-
J J is U




L 8 , 8
C c j




I J 0 t. )
TU F L 3' 3 1 9 0 « 3 10 -3 » 9
TABLE 10
BRAND OF MOST RECENT PURCHASE AND
SEX OF RESPONDENTS
M p 4 B H A N L) Li f' M (J 3 T F b C L'' i 1 P U F C i i A S E
C K 0 S S T A B U L A T I C N' 0 F
BY V A R46 SEX OF RESPONDENT
COUNT
H 0 U P 0 r
COL PCT
TOT PCT
V t R A 6







' 2O L e _J
f- r- r...•'S?W







J A.P fy A T f H
22 6 9
v 7ft J
4 4 o 5
5.;» t
3 4
3 4 c 3











I 0 C 0
C'TUTiTD CM T W, i A[, T: rr 0.1-4709 Vn 1 TH r DEGREE OF FR E EDC:M•' SIGNIFICANCE= 0,7013
AW f H T :,OH.A! r— 0o 2 A276 FITU 1 DEGREE GF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE= 0.6015
Phi= 0.D 3 4J1
C C N I 11: G F N C Y f; Jr: F F T( I T NT- o„ Q 3 9 7 9
l: T•= Co 044 HP, VII iU V AFC 4 DEPENDENT = 0.03451 WITH VAR46 DEPENDENT.
MFYBF- i'W WSSINU': N T Fp V A T I ON S= 7 1
TABLE 11
BRAND OF MOST RECENT PURCHASE AND NATIONALITY
OF RESPONDENTS
' ' C R 0 S S T A B U L A T I 0 N 0 F
BY VARA7 NATIONALITY OF RESPONDENTV A P 0 4 Rf. A .0 0 i '• I •; • Si (' L b; I I r Ur F, H A b h
GUI.«' iT
i-'UW i 'C I
CHL PCT
rnr PCT
V • 4 7
(.7 1 OF SO JAP4Mb SL
1
: IJ R G 7 E A i J
2




V A P 7 4
So I ; a ,, ATC H
21 1 °
• C ?





' ' i U
1
0 • 0
! °) M e U







.l,M CM r 7 . 0
, m 'i s f











i U L ti 1)
0 0 4
o a
4 3 » 2
(, 01 1J 10
TOTAL
0 1 0 1





k A •; Oil s 00 IA p L - 7 o ( • 0 1 4 V I T: i 7 0 EM P b F S OF F k E EOF 0 SI GO I F I C ANC E ~= 0','44lT'
r. 1!' ' S V ~ ) , 1 C 4 f
CLG I TMOroCY CM FTf IC IF 0f - 0 ! K U
ETA - % 10 0 4 1 WITH V AT 0 4 Mi FT ML) EM, = 0.08354 WITH V A P 4 7 DEPENDENT .
NU1!-'1 01 71 OS IMG MOF. ''VUFTF) - 7 I
TABLE 12
BRAND OF MOST RECENT PURCHASE AND AGE OF RESPONDENTS
V -v 34 r( k A 'i if ' ;iT ; O'Lt'lT PCKCHASF
i i e c t a n ill at T n M n c:
RY V AR4 f
- .X?. yV 7-.
Arc n c dcc onKincMT
V A 'C A
Ct j' ! T
R Q l ! PCI
COL PCI
TOT PC I
iimder co i _ rI {
1 •£_
, ] r n
3
0 V F R 5 0
4
p n ujr- U
TOTAL




J A P PATCH
r ! ic i ww
T 11 r i
:Wf. v.H i S.joap - -
r A 1 p! « S V = I' o '' A
Cf.i-.iT I - :C FOGY C 0 :r i P T • ; T -
ETA - vTo 0 ' T 1 o -I Ml 'VT !
,i I I I • I T '' T .. r ' • • 1 T : C _i .J. ... ' ' t ' ; i .) i ' , V • 1 . .
t;
1 A , cl
CP 1
1 C . A
1 p




: I ) 1 v I TH
:. J 3!.





8 0 . (
p o
M ' » 0
L C o T



































-A 7 _ Y
2 29
1 00,0
A OFnkFFP [Jf FkFFOT Mm S I'GNTF ICAMCE = 0.7858
0.02745 WITH VARA8 n p n r m n r m t .
TABLE 13
BRAND OF MOST RECENT PURCHASE.• AND MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
V R '.)4 bR Anu ii r uus r fi LC E NT PUF.C HA SF
C R 0 s S T A B U L A T I 0 N 0 F
BY V A R 4 0 MARITAL STATUS OFRESPONDENT
PAG
V A'' i A
COUNT
TOO PCT
C. i) L p C T
Ti T PCT




J AP v ATCH
r i![ U'li i
TUT AI
: c 3 MO[
0
























0 I- 6 .3 11 a A
9•; c
10Co c
c o •c t r o r. 31 s :T'1 a r
' A I CHI SOU A, t
p i-1-:,; ]n i
CCM[ lUTfOCY Cfii Fr irj- r -r
P T A 1• )-?4 T( UI lU VA v»
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195QUESTION GUIDELINE FOF
DISGUISED STRUCTURED PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
WITH RETAIL SHOP SALESMEN
The purpose of this interview is to investigate the attitudes
of the salesman in dealing with a potential customer and his/her
influence on a customer's buying decision. Therefore, the questions
to be asked would be as vague as possible, and let the salesman take
the initiative to give information.
The interviewer acts as a potential watch buyer and therefore
should dress in casual wear of the prescribed role assigned, Disguised
interviews are to be held with salesmen of watch retail shops which
have been chosen through a random process, so please find the enclosed
list.
1. I am interested in looking at a few of your watches.
If the salesman responds with questions such as: How much do
you want to pay? The interviewer should say,I am not sure."
If the salesman says," Are you thinking about buying the watch
as a gift or for yourself?" The interviewer should say," Perhaps
one of each."
2. Which of the watches would you recommend?
3. Why do you recommend that watch?
4. How would this brand compare to that brand?
If the salesman recommends Japanese brand, the interviewer asks
about a Swiss brand and vice versa.
5. What are the primary differences between the Japanese and Swiss
brands?
6. What are the best points about the Swiss watches?
7. What are the best points about the Japanese watches?
8. Do. you carry any Hong Kong made watches? If yes, which ones?
9. How do you feel about Hong Kong made watches?
10. Of all these watches which would you recommend?
After each interview, please fill out the questionnaire and answer
the questions as soon as possible, and at the end of the last interview,





QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED BY THE INTERVIEWER AFTER THE INTERVIEW
1. The salesman is interested/enthusiastic about selling watches.
C2Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree
2. The salesman influences my buying decision.
C3Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree
3. The salesman provides me with relevant information.
C4Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree
4. I would buy from the salesman.
C5Strongly disagree 1 2 3 1 5 Strongly agree
5. Which product/brand did the salesman attempt to sell you?
C6-7
6. Did he/she physically show the watch?
01NO
C8Yes 02
7. What are the primary differences between the Japanese and Swiss
brands perceived b the salesman? That are their good points?
030201












8. Did the company carry Hong Kong watches?
01No
c18Yes 02
9. What are the opinions of the salesman about Hong Kong watches?
10. What are your overall opinions of the salesman?
198
QUESTION TO BE ANSWERED BY THE INTERVIEWER AFTER THE LAST INTERVIEW
When finishing the last interview, what are your overall feelinga
about these salesmen with respect to their influences on customer's




QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RETAILER SURVEY
This is a survey on watch retailers' opinion about watch market
in Hong Kong, and is a part of a market research project on 'WATCH
RETAILING MARKET IN HONG KONG'. All the information given will be
kept strictly confidential, and your answers are essential to the accuracy
of the study. Thank you for your cooperation.
Please put a( √ ) to the answer that you think most appropriate;
unless, otherwise, a figure or a percentage is needed.
PART I
















% C17-19Hong Kong watches
2 200
PART II
5. What are the percentages of your watch buyers?
Japanese watchSwiss watch














7. Do different kinds of customers have different preferences?
210





8. If the customer has no preference, what do you do?
0C38 1. Recommend the authorized brand
12. Recommend a Japanese brand
23. Recommend a Swiss brand
4. Recommend a brand matching the customer's taste 3
45. Show a few models for the customer to choose




9. Which country's watches are better in terms of the following:
0 1 2 3
Swiss Japanese No
OthersWatch Diff.Watch
C39 Terms of payment
Total discountC40
C41 Profit per watch
Frequency of salesrep's callC42
Efficiency of order deliveryC43
Sole agent's assistanceC44






11. Why the particular country's watches in question 10 are easier to sell?
C460Good advertising
1Good pricing
Good after-sales service 2
Fewer brands to choose 3
4More brands to choose
5Good products
6Others (specify)













































1More contacts with retailers
2
More help to retailers
No need to change 3
Others (specify)
PART IV CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION
The following questions are for classification purpose only.
All information obtained will be kept strictly confidential. Thank you.
1. How many salesmen are employed in your shop?
No. of salesmen C58






C592. Who are your major customers?
0Local citizens
1Tourists
3. Location of the shop: C60-61
Hong Kong IslandKowloon
CentralTsim Sha Tsui 0 7
West Aberdeen1Yau Ma Tei 8
10Wanchai Tai HangCheung Sha Wan 2
North Point 11Homantin & Hung Hum 3
4 Shau Kei Wan 12Kai Tak







Does your company need any help from sole agents?
No. 0 C62
Yes 1
If your answer is ' yes ', please specify what kind of assistance







“V '丨舰絲，轉攀参 ’ ‘’



































































瑞 士 表 日 本 表 沒 有 分 別 其 他
購貨付款限期 C39
總折扣 C40
每 個 表 的 利 潤 C41
代 理 推 售 員 到 訪 次 數 C42
代 理 送 貨 的 效 率 C43
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貴 公 司 的 主 要 顧 客 是 誰 ？
本 地 居 民
遊 客




長 沙 灣 ， 石 硤 尾
何 文 田 ， 紅 磡
啟 德




西 區 ， 香 港 仔
灣 仔 ， 大 坑
北 角
筲 箕 灣
貴 公 司 需 要 總 代 理 的 持 別 援 助 嗎 ？
不 用
需 要





QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CUSTOMER SURVEY
This is a survey on customers' opinion about watches sold in
Hong Kong, and is a part of a marketing research project on 'Watch
Buying Behaviour'. All the information given will. be kept strictly
confidential, and your answers are essential to the accuracy of the
study. Thank you for your cooperation.
Please put a to the answer that you think most appropriate;
unless, otherwise, a figure or percentage is needed.
PART I
1 How many watches have you bought?
(If the answer is 'no'y please discontinue the interview)
No. of watch c6
One watch 0
1Two
Three or more 2
2e What brand of. watch is your most recent purchase?
Brand name: C7-8
3. How much did you pay for it?





4. Now many years ago did you buy it?









5. What type of watch is your most recent purchase?
C110Mechanical (analog)
Or Binary Digital 1
2Quartz Digital
Quartz Analog 3
4Quartz Digital & Analog
6. Why did you buy the watch?
Old one worn 0
C12
1Old one out of fashion
Gift for someone 2
3First watch
4Other reasons (specify)
7. Under what condition did you buy the watches?
0Planned to buy a particular model C13
1Planned a few models but may change when buying
Not planned before buying 2






Watch Retail Shops 5
6Others (specify)
9. In choosing a watch, what are the importance of the following
factors in affecting your choice? Please rate from (1) for least
important to (5) for most important. Please circle the number.
212
3
Least important Mot important
41Price 32 C-155
Brand name 41 C163 5
Producing country 1 42 C173 5
Advertising 1 2 4 C183 5
Salesman recommendation 1 52 4 c193
4Accuracy 1 52 C203
1
Quality 2 4 C213 5
Style 1 2 4 C223 5
Durability 1 2 C233 5
4Precious metal/stone embedded 1 2 C243 5
PART II
10. Which country's watches are the best?
Japanese watches 0 C25
Swiss watches 1
Others
11. In comparing Japanese watches with Swiss watches, the following factors
are used as bases. How good or had are the Japanese and Swiss watches?
Swiss Watches MostLeast
SatisfactorySatisfactory
Price 1 2 C263 4 5
1 42 53 C27Quality
1Style 4 52 C283
1 4Durability 2 3 5 C29
1 2After-sales service C303 4 5
421Variety of models for choice C313 5






Satisfactory Sa Lis factory
1#-Price 1 C332 3 5
1 5IQuality C3442 3 J
Style 1 C35r2 3 5
Durability I C362 43 5
After-sales service I 2 C37 r3 5
1.IVariety of models for choice C382 3 5
Advertising I C392 3 5
12. For your next purchase, what brand will you choose?
Brae name CEfo-41




14. The following words describle the images of watches, please choose
the most appropriate word, in your opinion, to describle each of them.
Girard








5 JCtl9 C50 C51 C52ck8 c53
PART III Classification Information
The following questions are for classification purpose only.












3. Age 7 Personal monthly income.
C56Under 20 0 0 C60Below $1000
21- 30 1 11001- 2000
31- 40 2 22001- 3000
41- 50 3001- 40003 3
4Over 50 4001 - 5000















6 Highest education level completed.
Primary school C590
Secondary school 1










































香 港 中 文 大 學
嶺 南 工 商 管 理 研 究 所
手 錶 顧 客 意 見 問 卷
第 一 頁
這 份 問 卷 純 屬 學 術 研 究 ， 目 的 在 探 求 手 錶 顧 客 對 手 錶 的
意 見 。 所 提 供 的 資 料 ， 將 絕 對 保 密 。 請 儘 量 回 答 下 列 各 問 題 ， 并 在
適 當 的 空 位 上 以 “ √ ” 表 示 答 案 。 謝 謝 。
你 曾 買 過 多 少 個 手 錶 ？ （ 如 顧 客 未 曾 買 過 手 錶 ， 請 不 用 再 回 答 下 列 問 題 . )
一 個 看 手 錶
二 個
三 個 或 以 上
你 最 後 買 的 手 錶 是 什 麽 牌 子 ？
牌 子






那 個 錶 已 購 買 了 多 久 ？
一 年 以 下
一 年 至 二 年
二 年 至 四 年
四 年 至 七 年
七 年 至 十 年



































































1 2 3 C20
12 35 C21
1 2 3 ! 5 022
12 35 C23















1 2 5 + 5 C26
12 35 C27
12 35 C28
1 2 3 k 5 C29
1 2 3 '•+ 5 C3Q
12 35 C31
i 2 u cr













































下 次 買 新 錶 ， 你 會 還 擇 甚 麽 牌 子 ？
牌 子
請 列 出 香 港 最 流 行 的 三 個 手 錶 牌 子 。
下 列 各 詞 是 形 容 手 錶 的 形 像 的 請 為 下 列 各 牌 子 選 出 一 恰 當 的 形 容 詞 。







分 類 資 料 ：
下 列 各 問 題 是 為 搜 集 分 類 資 料 而 設 。 對 閣 下 所 提 供 的 資 料 ， 我
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尋
求
瑞
士
錶
在
本
地
市
場
失
利
之
原
因
，
俾
能
使
瑞
士
錶
製
造
商
了
解
當
前
形
勢
，
誤
求
應
變
之
對
策
。
本
之
對
瑞
士
錶
在
本
地
市
場
失
利
之
研
究
，
是
從
世
界
手
錶
市
場
及
本
地
市
場
兩
個
角
度
去
著
手
。
世
界
手
錶
市
場
之
發
展
與
本
地
手
錶
市
場
有
著
密
切
的
關
係
，
欲
徹
底
地
了
解
瑞
士
錶
失
利
的
原
因
，
須
向
這
兩
方
面
作
深
入
的
探
討
。
在
世
界
手
錶
市
場
中
，
瑞
士
錶
正
面
對
日
本
錶
與
香
港
錶
之
2挑
戰
。
香
港
在
去
年
更
成
為
世
界
手
錶
出
口
數
量
最
多
的
地
方
。
瑞
士
錶
失
利
之
原
因
，
大
體
上
可
歸
納
為
下
列
數
點
：
第
一
，
在
一
九
七
三
年
與
一
九
七
四
年
間
受
世
界
性
經
濟
危
機
打
擊
。
當
年
瑞
士
手
錶
出
品
下
跌
了
百
分
之
十
五
，
日
後
恢
復
緩
慢
，
從
此
不
振
。
第
二
是
石
英
電
子
錶
之
掘
起
。
瑞
士
製
錶
業
因
放
過
了
由
美
國
研
製
成
功
之
石
英
模
擬
電
路
技
術
，
而
日
本
則
繼
續
不
惜
工
本
地
大
加
發
展
。
後
來
到
瑞
士
製
錶
業
醒
覺
時
，
日
本
巳
經
在
世
界
手
錶
市
場
中
建
立
了
牢
固
的
地
位
。
第
三
，
瑞
士
法
郎
本
身
的
急
升
，
不
僅
使
瑞
士
錶
的
價
格
完
全
與
世
界
市
場
脫
節
，
而
且
導
致
公
司
的
利
潤
大
幅
下
降
。
日
本
錶
售
價
較
平
，
加
上
集
中
宣
傳
某
3幾
個
牌
子
，
故
知
名
度
較
高
，
顧
客
較
容
易
接
受
。
瑞
士
錶
在
各
方
面
的
壓
力
下
，
漸
漸
在
銷
量
上
敗
給
日
本
錶
。
本
地
手
錶
市
場
之
銷
售
情
況
調
查
，
是
從
售
貨
員
、
零
售
商
和
顧
客
三
方
面
著
手
，
目
的
在
探
求
他
們
對
瑞
士
錶
和
日
本
錶
之
意
見
，
及
這
些
意
見
對
他
們
推
銷
或
選
購
方
面
的
影
响
。
本
研
究
的
最
主
要
發
現
，
是
瑞
士
錶
仍
被
視
為
在
品
質
、
準
確
性
和
耐
用
性
方
面
較
日
本
錶
為
優
。
可
惜
這
些
因
素
再
不
是
顧
客
選
購
手
錶
時
的
實
際
考
慮
條
件
。
相
反
地
，
日
本
錶
始
終
被
認
為
款
式
較
新
，
價
錢
較
平
，
而
這
些
因
素
正
被
視
為
重
要
的
選
購
條
件
。
日
本
的
精
工
錶
和
星
辰
錶
被
顧
客
認
為
是
最
流
行
之
牌
子
4，
皆
因
每
年
用
在
這
兩
種
牌
子
上
的
廣
告
費
，
較
瑞
士
的
流
行
牌
子
(
如
亞
米
茄
和
勞
力
士
)
的
廣
告
費
多
出
一
、
二
倍
之
巨
。
本
研
究
的
另
一
重
大
發
現
，
是
在
零
售
商
和
顧
客
方
面
仍
大
有
改
善
和
發
展
的
餘
地
。
短
期
性
的
改
革
建
議
，
集
中
在
推
銷
和
宣
傳
方
面
。
除
了
加
強
牌
子
的
宣
傳
外
，
品
質
之
宣
傳
也
應
注
重
。
其
次
，
應
提
供
更
多
和
更
有
效
的
服
務
給
予
零
售
商
和
顧
客
：
包
括
給
顧
客
提
供
產
品
之
詳
細
資
料
，
訓
練
特
約
零
售
商
之
售
貨
員
，
使
其
更
了
解
瑞
士
錶
的
品
質
和
提
高
他
們
的
推
銷
技
巧
。
長
期
性
的
改
革
建
議
，
則
著
重
於
重
建
若
干
瑞
士
錶
的
形
像
和
減
低
生
產
成
本
這
兩
點
。
瑞
士
錶
應
在
不
同
的
價
格
範
圍
內
建
5立
若
干
較
突
出
的
形
像
，
與
其
同
類
之
日
本
錶
直
接
競
爭
。
在
減
低
成
本
方
面
，
瑞
士
錶
廠
家
應
增
加
在
香
港
設
廠
裝
配
中
價
瑞
士
錶
，
至
於
高
價
名
貴
手
錶
，
則
仍
然
在
瑞
士
國
內
生
產
。
截
至
一
九
七
九
年
初
，
在
香
港
設
置
手
錶
裝
配
廠
的
外
資
公
司
共
有
廿
七
家
，
總
投
資
逾
一
億
港
元
之
巨
，
其
中
以
日
本
和
瑞
士
最
大
。
這
種
在
勞
工
較
廉
地
方
設
立
手
錶
裝
配
廠
，
藉
以
減
低
生
產
成
本
的
趨
勢
，
毫
無
疑
問
將
會
持
續
下
去
。
最
後
，
欲
保
持
瑞
士
錶
在
手
錶
技
術
上
領
先
的
地
位
，
瑞
士
手
錶
製
造
商
應
合
力
發
展
更
先
進
的
製
錶
技
術
，
如
千
年
只
差
一
秒
之
銫
模
擬
技
術
。
欲
對
手
錶
市
場
作
進
一
步
的
了
解
和
分
析
，
必
須
從
事
更
深
6入
的
市
場
研
究
。
諸
如
遊
客
選
購
手
錶
之
行
為
、
香
港
錶
對
瑞
士
錶
銷
售
之
影
响
，
顧
客
對
石
英
錶
之
接
受
程
度
等
等
，
都
有
助
於
瑞
士
錶
製
造
商
或
入
口
商
釐
訂
長
期
的
推
銷
策
略
.


